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Newspaper of the People of Otero County.

ALAilOGORDO, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY. J I NE 17,

FUTURE OF CLOUDCROFT

PBICE

1909.

ABDUCTOR OF 15 YEAR

NEWS' ENTERPRISE APPRECIATED

f
f
i

Editor The Alamogordo News

:

The G. A- - R. and W. R. C. are under obligations to
of the en- The News for the solendid descriptive write-u- p
campment, and the early edition that came out Wednesday
a evening.
I should be remiss in my duty if I failed to
mention our appreciation of the beautiful tribute paid to
f nur American hpropn in the snlendid editorial. "To OnrT)e.
$ parting Veterans." Í am sure that it will touch a tender é
f spot in the heart of every veteran, whether he wore the blue Á
a
Mas. N. J. Herbkrt.
i or the gray.

HANGS IN THE BALANCE
j
Officials Make No Positive
Statements Concerning Rebuilding
of Tne Lodge.

Railroad

destruction of The Lodge railroad company.
Officials of
it Cloudcroft Sunday morning the road place the loss at from
All the guests 00,000 to $70,000.
B. J. Brun,
was complete.
otcept one woman saved their the manager, suffered a loss of
dollars. He
effects. This lady was so excited several thousand
that 6lie only thought to take a es able to save the silverware
couplf of hat pins with her, leav- and some of the furniture and
bedding.
ing all her clothing to burn.
None of the 40 or 50 cottages
None of the cottages were
The big trees in the owned by the railroad were
burned.
damaged.
yard, however, were destroyed.
Assistant Superintendant W.
The guests are being taken
care uf in nice shape, the pavil-- i G. Roe, of the Southwestern's
being asad for the- purpose. Cloudcroft division, left Alamo
Only two or three left Cloudcroft gordo on a special train Sunday
morning, and assisted Manager
after the fire.
A defective flue is supposed to Brun of The Lodge in looking
have been the cause of the fire. after the welfare of the guests of
(in- - (irieggs,
head clerk, and the burned hotel.
General Manager Simmons of
Charles Henson, night watchman, were the only persons in- the Southwestern, when asked
Both were painfully if The liodge would be rebuilt,
jured.
burned but no serious results gave out the following interview.
"We can't do anything about
are anticipated.
The Lodge was the property of rebuilding this summer.
It is
(Continued on page 8.)
the Kl Paw and Southwestern

Press Correspondent.

-

COMMITTEES ON CELEBRATION
ARE DOING EFFECTIVE
of the great
Independence Day celebration to
be held in this city July 8, have
been working day and night for
the success of the affair.
Only a few of the business men
ef the city have refused to contribute to the expense of the celebration, .and a great many have
been very liberal in their contributions.
The program committee, composed of Rev. J. H. Murray, Marshall Parker and J. H. McRae,
met Monday evening and out- linail
fit I lwir i 11 rr mr,(rraiil
ilia lUllUnillg
H.JV1.
jl 'rlllili.
Those in charge

'

I

. Stories In this

v.

Ime

of

First Page

J.

conflagration.

Social CMoraittee making money.
Killiff at fierce trial arrested.
Uraml Dtand being built.
Killing at Carrizoto.
Hegro ihooti Mexican.
The New.. Is

thanked

by O. A. B.

Second Page

"Laity

Kuitokiai.." Two

column

of

the best thought of tbe Day.
"Semi N'uvs."
One oluien of short but
crisp it tns of news that usually escape
toe readers of tbe dally papers.

"Swiriinh Nkws." Two columns of Illustrated base ball gossip by trained
Writers.

Third Page
Hi'STisa Tub Muskbai." An inter
sMnjt story telling how the peoulo of
the Lake region are making some
y money.
Tin's .Si mmer Uomb." A well writ
ten story concerning the Nation s
nmmer

"A

capital.

Ut!t:KT

STiitTAniMi."

A

s d lemlld

!bH story f0r after supper reading.

Fourth Page
Ml

(rom horse

and will die.
itorials Church news.
Legáis.
n'lfii)Ker to be trustee of asylum.
To run
trains bv telephone.
Ij0cal

Fifth Page
and county news In short

Sixth Page
"Tiik Kitchkn Cabiset." An Inter- 7imh column edited by Olivia Barton
Strom.

Seventh Page

"Kk m.ism.-poem by Wilbur D. Nes- Mi. a rpirulur
nntrlhutnr to Trie

nirunnhi h

the same

Elahth Paae

'"fal news

"ft

page.

iiuiz Muffins,

Ye Old Time Rigs, Uniformed
Base Ball Teams from Ft. Stanton and Alainogordo, Equestrians
l.adies and Gentlemen.
Prizes The most rediculous
rag muffin costume: First prize,
$; second prize, $2. Ye old time
rigs: First $5; second, $2.50.
Beet appearing lady on horseback: fine riding bridle. Pro-

gram committee to actas judges.
(Continned on page 8.)

A MEXICAN

in "Chihau-luu- "
early yesterday morning
will result in Tomas Rodriquez
sticking close to his bed for some
time to come.
Henry Bell, commonly known as
"lied," a negro, went to the
Mexican part of the towu about
i o'clock, and attempted to beat
a Mexican woman living in one
of Bodriquez's houses.
Tomas objected to having hie
tenant molested by a negro and
started to throw the gent of
color out of the window.
The negro, however, anticipated the Mexican's actions, and
stopped him with a lall from hie
Smith & Weseon. The bullet
tore away one side of the jaw,
shattering the bone, and leaving
a hole that would have done ere'
dit to a Mausser ball.
The negro made his getaway
and was still at large last night.

"Captain"

M. Bronnoff is cele-

brating the arrival of a boy at
his home. The youngster arrived
Saturday and is doing fine. The
captain has already made a lieutenant out of the boy, and it ie
hoped that in the course of time
Brounoff's Jewish company will
be strong enough to cope with a
couple of drunken Irishmen.
Excursions to Cloudcroft

columns of dairy
(armar should read.

news. Crian
r

Carriages (decorat-

pafJ

"Tin: Dairv."
Two
new; that, every

Hhor.

Parade

ed). Band, Militia,

A shooting scrape

for incorporation by Rev
II
Murrav
Stole a girl and landed in jail.
Iiitiepcngi-ucDay celebration.

Clouikroft

entirety :

IIP

The News.
Argument

which will be carried out in its

NEGRO SHOOTS

The Leading

I

WORK

mil mntlnmtloni

from

The Southwestern announces

that the Sunday excursions

will be operated to Cloudcroft
as planned early in the season. The military band from
El Paso will go up Sunday. It
was generally believed in El
Paso yesterday that the railroad company would not abandon any of the plans for the

summer already made.

OLD

GIRL HAD

ARGUMENT
IN

FAVOR OF

INCORPORATION

MONEY

Harry Roy Lands In Jail While Trying to
Steal Daughter of Wealthy Lincoln

County Agricultural.

J

X

The

AN

CENTS

Harry Roy, an employe on the
ranch of J. H. Potter, near Corona, eloped with Mr. Potter's
daughter, Janie,
Monday night.
The couple were on their way
to El Paso, where they hoped to
be married.
At the requést of the young
lady, they stopped off here and
went to the home of Miltcn Philfifteen-year-ol- d

be quite wealthy, arrived Tues
day with his son, and took his
daughter home with him.
Roy had $300 on his person
when he was arrested.
He told
the officers that he had nearly
$400 when he left Corona.
This money was stolen from
Mr. Potter by the girl, who was
influenced by Roy to commit the

theft.

lips for a vitit with Miss PhilMiss Potter is a pretty little
lips, who was a former tutor to girl, and was in short skirts.
By REV. J. H MURRAY
the. little Potter girl.
Until the arrear she nan not
Ulncers here were notified ot seemed to realize the gravity of
the elopement, and went out to the situation in which she had
the Phillips home early Tuesday
placed by her designing abIncorporation will be to this town what statehood would be to morning. Roy was found and been
ductor.
placed under arrest.
the Territory.
He was brought here and lodgSargeant W. E. Dudley, of the
Why do the citizens of New Mexico desire statehood ? The
ed in jail. Officers from Corona New Mexico mounted police, was
answer comes from the other 46 sisterhood of states : That we may arrived here yesterday evening
in Corona last week where he
make our own laws; that we may have, in short, our independence. to take Roy back to Lincoln put on the Sunday lid. Three
county,
he will have to
where
If statehood was good for the 46 other states, why, and by what
saloons and two stores were runstand trial for abduction.
process of reasoning wauld it not be good for New Mexico?
Mr. Potter, who is reported to ning wide open on Sunday.
And by the force of the same logie, if corporation has been a
boon to thousands 'of towns, what might our peculiar situation be
MEN OF
that would make it undesirable for us?
had
our
gained
indepeueence
It would simply mean that we
ARE BUILDING A GRAND
locally.
The time, comes when the young eagle must learn to fly in
fact is forced from the nest by the wise old mother-birNo longer will it be necessary nearly a score of our public
The time comes when the young man must leave the paternal! for the Alamogordo baseball fan spirited businessmen.
The management of the ball
roof and assume the responsibilities of his own home; and we to stand around in a broiling sun, team is in correspondence with a
haven't much sympathy for the big, strong bodied fellow who! enveloped in a cloud of dust and number of teams in New Mexico,
sand, in order to see an exhibi- Arizona and Texas, at d many
hangs around the old homestead still pay for the water we use,
of the great American game. good games will be pulled off
either indifferent o,' afraid to 'out tne amount would be lore tion
grand stand, the erection this summer.
venture out upon life's great any exagerated profit charged by) The
The tol loo wing is a list of those
a foreign corporation. But that; of which hae been advocated exocean.
clusively by The News for some who financed the building of the
,
in-not
is
difficulty
serious
the
ADTANTAttKS OF INCORPORATION
volved the matter of cost; the' time is being built. It is being grand stand: Dr. O. W. Miller,
The advantages to be gained serious thing about it is that a erected on Florida avenue, be- J. A. Harris, W. E. Warren, J.
e,
by incorporation are the same community as large as this, and tween Eighth and Ninth streets, C Jones, Will Pelfrey, J. H.
Dr. B. H. Gudger, W. D,
that have been gained by New-Yor- composed of intelligent and en- on a block of ground owned by
Buck, E. H. Wayland, G. J,
and every other incoporated ergetic men, should be wholly the Improvement Company.
be 100 feet in length and Wolfinger, Dr. J. R. Gilbert, M.
town or city in America. If in- and absolutely dependent upon
W. Parker, W. E. Carmack, Dr.
corporation has been beneficial a private or foreign corporation will seat 500 people.
The grand stand which will G. C. Bryan, George Weigles
to these thousands of towns and for its water supply.
cost nearly $600, was financed by Sr.
cities there must besóme strange
is a splendid thing
and marvelous reason that would forA acrutch
man, but for a man
cause this rule to work disad- stronglame
of limb to use a crutch is
vantageous in our case.
at once a burlesque and a shame. SOCIAL COMMITSNOOTING AT
THE QUESTION OR WATER
We are ready to confess our need
As an illustration, every manjt,f he,P in certain directions, but
TEE MAKES GOOD CARRIZOZO FATAL
mu ch
navs tr hut to we certainly 0.0 not ueea tne
a loreign corporation lor every crutch of a private monopoly of
the water supply, which is the
drop of water used.
very life existence of this com-- ( The social committee appointA man named Harte was shot
be
system
should
water
Tbe
ed by the Business Men's Club by Night Watchman Herring at
Continued on page 8.)
owed by the town. We would
held a meeting Saturday even- Carrizozo Sunday evening. Harte
ing and audited the receipts and was brought to the railroad hosdisbursements of the dance June pital iu this city, where he died
9 and the smoker tendered the Monday morning at 9 o'clock.
THE NEW8 HAD THE NEWS AS U8UAL.
The receipts from
old soldiers.
Harte and four fellow emplyes
the dance amounted to $65.60. of the Southwestern, were in the
The expense of the smoker was waiting room raising a disturbLast week's Nejve was the only Alamogordo paper to
$19.00 ; dance $17.80. A balance ance it is alleged.
The night
boost the big celebration to be held here July 8. The proof $28.85 remains in the treasury watchman attempted to quiet
posed celebration was handled in detail, the names of all
of the committee.
the fracas. Harte led a revolt,
committees and the registration places being given. The
From the above statement it and himself attempted to relieve
other paper hadn't found out there was to be a celebration.
will be seen that the social com- the watchman of his gun. The
The News was the only paper in the county to contain
mittee is not disappating any of watchman fired at Harte, the
a readable story of the encampment. Governor Curry,
the funds of the Business Men's ball piercing a number of vital
Commander Long and other notables were interviewed and
Club, as the Advertiser of last organs.
the names of all the old veterans published.
No papers indicating who Harte
week intimated would be done.
The News was on the press Wednesday evening at 5
The dance was a splendid so- was or where he came from could
o'clock when the automobile accident occurred. The forms
cial success. Mr. Brounoff do- be found on his person.
were immediately pulled off the press and a reporter sent
nated the use of his theatre for
He was buried in the city
to cover the accident. Within 30 minutes the forms were
the evening, and the light com- cemetery by the railroad comback on the press with a first page story of the unfortunate
pany donated the lights.
pany.
on sale on
affair. A short time afterwards the paper-waThe committee will report to
the street.
the Club at its first meeting, and
The News is the only paper in the county that lias conif its work is endorsed other af- BAILIFF IN PIERCE
sistently boosted the establishment of a company of Nationwill be pulled off.
fairs
city.
al Guard in the
The News has a representative at all meeting of the
Nelson Boss Cunningham, the
ARRESTED
Business Men's Club. It suports the efforts of the social
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
infant
of
object
money
for
The
club.
the
the
to
raise
committee
Cunningham, died Friday. Bev.
social committee is to properly entertain visitors and to
Teer, of the Methodist Episcopal
Albuquerque, June 15. Cargive social functions. Instead of the committee costing the
Club any money, it is turning money into the Club's treas- - ' Church, South, preached the fun- los Olguin, a bailiff who served
eral Saturday.
in the court room during the R.
ury. (The other local paper knocked the Club's social commitH. Pearce trial in tir; city last
tee. We understand,, however, that the editor was waited
month, was arresteu Saturday
upon by some of his supporters and requested to "cut out"
on the charge of having made an
Fine Booklet Printing.
his knocking. We sincerely trust he will do so. There is
offer of money to at least one
room for two papers in Alamogordo, and The News would
Land men, and others who member of the jury that tried
like to see its contemporary fall inl ine and boost the town
desire the highest grade of the case.
instead of knocking.)
work on their .booklets, cataThe warrant is hsekpd nn Kr
In fact, last week's News was the "candy kid." It conlogues, etc., will find they can an affidavit sworn to by a mem
tained all the local news, and was in the postoffice bright
secure such work at home by ber or tne rearce jury, in which,
and early Thursday morning, and always in by noon.
patronizing The News' job it is understood, the juror states
The News printed a nicely displayed bulletin of The
office. We make a specialty
specifically that he was approachLodge fire at Cloudcroft, and had it circulated and posted
of work in this line and have ed by Olguin and that an amount
over the business section of the city at 8 o'clock Sunday
a shop equipped for the proreaching well into the thousand?
morning. This bulletin was the first intimation the people
duction of the better kind of was mentioned by the bailiff as
of our city had of the big fire that occurred a few hours be
Printing.
available tor the purpose of se- fore at the mountain resort.
I continued on page 8.)

BUSINESS

ALAM0C0RD0

STAND

d.

Mc-Ba-

s

CASE

THE

ALAMOGORDO

NATION BROS.. Pablisbtrt
ALAMOGORDO.

NEW MEXICO

-

adopted luminoui street

Herlin

Model
iDwelling

HELP WIN GAMES

State

Should Own
Them

MANAGERS AND CAPTAINS BV NO
MEANS MONOPOLIZE TACTICAL SIDE OF BASEBALL.

Tt Is hard to sugsest an improvement in spring weather when it Is
doing its best.

We may be exporting quite a little
gold just now. but the country never
had so much left.
One of the volcanoes in Salvador is
active, but nobody accuses it of trying to start a revolution.

It will not be so very difficult for
this nation to sit around until 1915
waiting for the completion of the Panama canal.
If Prince Georse of Servia Is really
Kuilty of murder, why should he be
permitted to take his punishment in

travel?
The viceroy of India escapes death
at the hands of anarchists by the
warning of an anonymous letter. One
of the few instances on record where
such things are of any earthly good.
Two monkeys In Washington are to
be educated as highly as possible by
appointed tutors and then killed in order that their brains may be examined "in the interests of science." It
will look like murder.

Russian women are holding a
gress In St. Petersburg. Inviting

conforwhom is an Amer-

eign women, among
ican, to be among their speakers. Is
this destined to go down in history as

the woman's centurv?

ActreM.

PENNANT TURNED

About these times reports of new
discoveries of cheap and abundant material from which radium can be extracted are nearly as abundant as
those reports of a few years ago of
the full and successful development
of Edison's cheap and efficient storage
battr v.

the Gla kin bill, authorizing the state of Illinois
to establish by special taxation a. tuberculosis sanatorium, the
question arises as to whether it should end with the establishment "I a sanatorium for tuberculosis only, or whether
the proceeds of the sjiecial tax should not be also used for
the establishment of a sanatorium for the cure of other diseases
and for the betterment of tenement districts.
The tenement house laws could work in
and
be part of this new law. There could be built, with the pro- coeds of this tax, model tenements, of which the state should
be landlord.
These tenements should be designed and built for the health
aud welfare of the working classes.
No better model could be followed than the Krupp dwellings of Germany. These buildings are built in squares, with open stairways, large
central court, bathroom, kitchen, parlor and bedrooms no shutting out
from the people of their natural rights God's light and air.
The model dwellings should be under state control and visited at
intervals by official inspectors. Xo overcrowding should be allowed, cleanliness and hygiene should be insisted upon, and the tenants of these
dwellings should have free medical treatment from medical officers of the
fund, and should, in fact, be under medical supervision.
1 venture to suggest that such tenements could be run by the Btate
on a paying basis, and the benefit of the community would be so
that it is impossible to limit it by any statement.
1 he effect on the health of the individual is obvious, and the moral awakening would be a revelation, because, as the tenement question now stands,
it is quite a common occurrence for ten families to
HI
live in a house originally built for one family, and
several people of both sexes, boys and girls, men and
women, to sleep in one room.
The tenement house
breeds physical and
moral disease. As W. J. Hurlbut, in his play, "The
Writing on the Wall," asserts, "The tenement house
landlords are a trust a combination in restriction
of health, of decency, of virtue." The state must
fight the trust by becoming the landlord of model
tenement dwellings for the people.

conA competent lieutenant often
tributes as much to the success of a
baseball team as the manager or cap
.
tain, particularly If the former also
acts In the capacity of field leader.Its) relates not to mere playing ablllty, but the tactical side of the game,
the little opportunities that come up;
at a minute's notice and are over-.- ;
player, but
looked by the average
taken full advantage of by the brainy

;

of Life

:

The German parliament has now taken up seriously the question of ministerial responsibility to the country.
This is putting it mildly, but it means
that the remnant of "divine right" of
rulers is to go. It has become patent
to the intelligence of the twentieth
century that any pretension to divine
right must be accompanied by superhuman prudence and virtu j. This accompaniment, up to date, has not been
filed wltb the claim.
Unde Sam's 114,000,000 will not
have been spent in vain If the next
federal census settles the old dispute
between the school census enumera-torand the city directory as to the
size of Chicago's population.
a

Iconoclasts who are telling us that
Cleopatra was not beautiful, that Horace's odes were written to boom the
wine business, and that Paul Revere
did not ride, are plainly determined
to leave as nothing to believe in except the disinterested philanthropy of
the Standard Oil magnates.

A small discord will sometimes ruin

a laree svmnhonv.

Life's
Discords

OftenWork
for Good

A di8COrd i8 anything that- - disturbs
tne tranquil trend of things.
No matter how crude or how savage
a people may be if left to themselves they
exist with' a certain degree of harmony.
This is one of the selfish requirements of

It

is not necessarily a matter of
s.
At war with other tribes, even at war
with nature, the savage, nevertheless, lives
in rude harmony with his own people.
War is the great discordant note of
civilization. Among enlightened nations 2,000 years of Christian civilization should have made war impossible.
As long as wars exist the symphony of civilization is incomplete.
All great souls have been discords, out of harmony with existing ideas.
"The carrion in the sun wift convert itself to grass," says Emerson.
Bearing out the not altogether philosophical theorv that thm.
food in everything, even discords have their mission.
By JOHN K. LeBAEON

eth-ic-

Belated Appreciation of Genius.
Centenaries,
and terJohnny Evers, who has repwrted to centenaries ere quite the rage. Every
constantly taking the initiative and
we
week
homage
do
to the memory
of the World's
accomplishing things that no manager Manager Chance
Champion Cubs, and Is sgaln cover- of some great man whose genius tii
would have the time or opportunity
ing the second bag In his usual bril- world has taken ono, two or three cea
to order.
turies to recognize. It is somewhat
The difference between Evers and liant manner.
late and often ridiculous.
the class of players who won't try
anything except when ordered by the HEAVY HITTERS WIN GAMES.
Dutch to Have Celebration.
manager is that the Cub lnflelder has
The Dutch will celebrate the ce
baseball sense.
Good Batters Boost Weak
That
tenary of the
It was Evers who discovered Fred
of as
Ball Teams Denyn-strate- d
tional independence by a world's fait
Merkle's fatal solecism In the cele- by
Detrolts.
Hague
The
brated game In New York last fall.
at
in 1913.
In a game that looked Irretrievably
The worth of sluggers wa never
r
thinking
lost, Evers, with
Business Minus Science.
more clearly demonstrated than, in the
noticed that Merkle, who should have past two seasons, when tbe Detroit
The average English business tnan'i
run to second base turned aside and
Tigers won two pennants on their hit- - sphere of vision Is lmjited. He is nm
bolted for the clubhouse because a
Ing ability. With only one dupenda - scientific, as compared with the Amert
plate.
had
on
crossed
the
man
third
pucner uonovan an
Die
raienur can, German or Japanese merehan'
The same thing is done frequently, ratchlng staff and an Infield that
Ü
was He regards his business too
much
but Evers knew that It transgressed UUl II trill iv bu
ao
UlUCIS IU 111. a means of livelihood or an
last
occupation.
the rules and appealed to the umpires American league, this team simply
He does not enter into it or conduct
who saw the justice of his claim. The slugged Its way
two world's series. it on a sufficiently
to
lofty plan London
National league directors, at a special
Outside of Mclntyre and Cobb, the Modern Business.
meeting, supported this contention,
no
runners,
so
bad
team
base
in
fast
with the result that the game was
bethrown out of the records and ordered order that runs might be mada it
Confessed Too Soon.
replayed. In the extra game the Cubs came absolutely necessary that the
Raphael Bolsbluche, an attendant it
boys
busy.
get
How
the
with
bats
well
took the opportunity of winning a
Prance
Cobb, Crawford, Rossmau, Mclntyre, the hospital of
pennant that was seemingly gone.
fell dangerously iH some weeks azo
scnaetrer
and the rest of them ac-It gives one Instance where a quick
duty In that lespect and rnen a" hoDe of nis recovery had
compllshed
wltted man won a pennant for his Is history. their
Many baseball sharps dis- been abandoned he confessed that h
team simply because he was a well
count bitting ability and point to tbe had been the author of several mj
grounded baseball student
Chicago
Wbite Sox as examples. terious fires. He has now made a marwas
Billy
Much of
Sullivan's light
they say, "Is a team thtt does velous recovery, and is bewailing his
"There,"
hidden under Fielder Jones' bushel. aot
T
need hitters. They win, anyway.'" rash repentance in Jail.
The great catcher of the White Sox
but and there is the rub
True,
of the
has a profound knowledge
Jewish Death Rate Light.
game, and this has helped his team In they are unable, more times than not.
A writer in the Western Medica' Remany games, although In some quar to "go he route." This proposition of
ters Sullivan Is regarded only as a having a lot of dangerous bitters view declares that in spite of the sogood mechanical catcher, while the works three ways. In the first place. cial conditions which surround the
tactical side of his ability is over- It Inspires confidence i the team it- - mass of the Jewish population of the
elf. Secondly, it keeps a pitcher on world,
n,l especially
looked.
in the lar
Charles Dooin, the Phillies' great the anxious seat all the time wnen he cities of America, where they form a
is
by
row
a
confronted
of
sluggers, large percentage of the population, the
backstop, who, like Billy Sullivan, is
any one of whom Is llal-- to break up death
s
something more than a
rate among the Jewish inhabany
meeting
at
point of the gams. itants Is but
catcher, is not the manager or the tbe
little over half of thatof
captain of the Phillies, but neverthe- Likewise, the fielders are on edge all the average American
population.
less is in the thick of every fight with the time.
Tbey knjw the bait is going to be
his advice and suggestions.
Must Fulfill One's Mission.
lit hard nine times out oi ten. It the
r
Covales-kie'Undoubtedly
Do not call for death beoiuse (t It
wonderful feat in defeating New learn comprises a lot of free hitters,
York three games in five days last sacb as are on tbe letroit staff, the hard for you to live. The entire bufall was due to the brainy coaching of fielders cannot "lay fo the batter." rden of the world on the ahouMera on
Dooin, who knew the weaknesses of Th,re is nothing to do but wait until every mortal being compels him to ful- ti--c
the Giant batsmen.
ball is hit Thus V slugger has mi bis mission. The only means of
On the second day of this torrid hit . lite, all evidence to the contrary treeing one's self from this burden h
series at the Polo grounds a
r notwithstanding.
Of course, there are m tne fulfillment of one's mission.
had been scheduled. In the sluggers and sluggers. Lots of flug. You will be relieved only
after you
glng
middle of the first game Dooln was
teams never cut ranch ice, but It have done the Work OduiVnnH tn rm
spiked and limped off the field. When ib mor- - often the reverse that is
he reached the clubhouse he found the true.
Giants' physician on the Job full of
sympathy.
Lundgren Goes to Minors.
OKLAHOMA
DIRECTORY
"Let me look you over," said the
Carl Lundgren no longer la a mem- Good Samaritan.
Dooin's stocking ber of the world's cbamoion Cuht
was peeled off and the Polo grounds President Murphy has
released the
physician uttered an exclamation:
pitcher to the Brooklyn
"Sonny, you'll not use that leg any club and the Dodgers
Immediately
more this season."
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST
asked for waivers on "Lundy" to push
Then he took out a long roll of cot- through a deal with the Toronto EastM0IEY CAI RDY
ton and tightly bandaged Dooin's leg. ern league club for the the
service of BBSf WAiin arxapmi
In fact, it was bound so tiehtlv that a young dinger, lundgren
Pái
for six sea hwh
aKUVCHT fUK II
uooin could scarcely walk. The catch- sons was one of the mainstays of the
er saw through this artifice, and when Cub pitching staff, but his
Hmi for tm
arm has
Loaf Li
the physician left the clubhouse be gradually slowed up .n the
last
iwo
ROOFIII
quickly unwound the stuff and cast it sutrmers.
snJ fm bmm
asme, i nen be used a few ball player's remedies and soon the leg was all
M
FREE
INVENTS
CATCHER'S
right.
MASK.
THE OKLAHOMA SASH
DOOR COMPANY
When It was time for the second
R. a. Dub. Iks
nvuku,, Ci. DJJL
game to start, the club physician was
surprised to see Dooin walk on the
FOR BEST RESULTS USE
field with his mask In hand. And
be
the
didn't limp, either.
m this game
X. SEEDS They aregrow.
best that
Covaleskie beat the GianU. due to
Dooin's qulck wlttedness In
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM
thwarting
the scheme of the Giants' physician.
BARTELDES SEED CO.
Persons who have been stirred by
I LI
jfV'
Dan Murphy's lightning fielding, or apnLl.k
plauded one of his long hits, do
not
know that the Athletics' veteran
star
MilNliMFNTS
is a constant whlpper-uon the ing

Sant-Mal-

to Receive

Work
But a Part

Immortality.
Faith in immortality ennnot be acquired from another! Offt cannot
,.
vince oneself of Immortality, in or.
der to know faith in Immortality it I
necessary that it should be, and la
order that it should be it Is neeessir
to understand that your Ufe consistí
its being immortal. Tolstoy.

Johnny Evers Is something more
baseman of the
than the second
world's champion Chicago Nationals.
He Is a great help to Manager Chance,
because he needs little or no advice
from his superior In a game, and is

The
Bills

College

Doe's Long Journey to Old Home.
Nearly a year ago Frank Kennely
and his family moved to Nebraska
from this county. Their dog, a fbt.
terrier, evidently did not like tJi
west and
footsore and almost
starved, it limped Into the yard 0f ft
old borne. Canal Dover Correspon.
dence, Pittsburg Dispatch.

r

a

type of man.

We Like

.

EVERS

Quick Thinking of World's Champion Second Basemsn Won Game
Once Lost Dooln of Philadelphia
a Prominent Factor In Games Won
by Covaleskie from New York.

"

of bills is a fine, firm quality of linen,
known as "distinctive" paper, manufactured under government inspection at taitón. .Mass.
ts delicate yet tough fibers
have had a varied history before receiving
The new woman in China instead of
the government stamp. The flax grew, perfollowing the example of her English
linas i the moist, fertile fields of Ireland.
and American sisters in railing against
It was gathered, bleached, spun and
the tyranny of men has revolted
against her relations-in-law- .
woven largely by woman's skill.
One of
It may
the women's clubs in Shanghai prohave formed at one time dainty lingerie;
claims as its object "Rebellion against
mothers-in-law.it may have been the garments of babes; it
may have been the confirmation suits of
Judge Ellison of Alaryville, Mo.,
children or the graduating gowns of girls.
threatens attractive divorcees with perjury proceedings if they do not tell
The paper employed for the printing
him the truth about their matrimoLoving
hands have caressed it, patched
nial intentions.
Preposterous.
A
pretty widow can't tell what minute it, darned it, and finally consigned it to the rag bag. Its mission, howshe is going to fall in love, wheth- ever, was not thereby concluded. By a process of
modern alchemy it is
er she will fall out again or how No.
transformed and issued anew, not from looms, but from rolls, to take
2 might suit.
The judge is off his
up another cycle of usefulness.
beat.
Feeding avarice, serving as a channel
for charity, satisfying hunger, paying bills, building homes and perhaps
The committee for the reorganization of the British house of lords pro- dowering brides whose mothers wore the same libers when thev stood
poses to abolish heredity as a qualifibefore the altar, the bank note could tell a rare story of comedy and
cation. Our own system of choosing tragedy.
lawmakers by the vote of the people
may have its defects, but the worst
of all pulls is the pull which is born
Of all the erroneous and harmful ideas
with one and which no amount of ex
that young men and young women have,
posure, incapacity orjcorruption can
the worst is the pernicious belief that coleaueil.
lege is simply the stage which precedes the
The announcement that the New
York,
New Haven & Hartford railreal beginning of life, and that the real
road will spend 130,000,000 to electrilife and the real tasks are still to come.
fy its lines in and about New York
University life is not an introduction to
means another victory for electricity
over steam. In urban traffic this
life, but a part of it, and a most important
means progress and a desire to repart of it. More and more, as the years
move all objections that can be made
go by, in the business as in the professional
against smoke from locomotives in
city limits. The cost is great, but the
world, the stress is being laid upon the
By PROF. WOODH0W WILSON
results attained are greatly to be detrained mind, able to grapple with the
sired.
complicated problems of industrial and ur
Says the eloquent Baptist preacher.
ban life. Those whose minds are not
Dr. O. P. Gifford Catholic Ireland and
servants,
will
be
trained
who
will not onlv- have to oliev como
olo
England
Protestant
live on separated
J
islands. In Boston, Irishman jostled but will have to bear the added indignity of being told how to do the
Englishman, and Catholic
crowded work. And the training of the mind, which will make a man
a master
Protestant. Contact destroyed prejudice.
Each saw that the other was and not a servant, is to be had only through hard work, intellectual work
human, and seeking the divine. The and by a utilization to the full of the great opportunities which a uniopen palm has taken the place of versity training spreads out before
one. To give that training, to help
the clenched fist, both are citizens of
a common republic. Ignorance Is the that mastery of one's mental powers, in which lies the secret of Midas and
parent of prejudice, knowledge of the of Socrates, is the purpose and the aim of a university.
truth frees.
v
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What a woman can do with her hatpin in the way of offensive and defensive attack is matter of contemporaneous history. Now comes a story
of a woman who subdued a burglar
with her rolling-pin- .
Yet people will
talk of the defenseless sex.

Division of World's Race.
Of the races of the world, (00.000 Ms
are white; 700,0000,000 yellow, !15 ooa.
000 black, 35.000,000 brown or Malaya
and 16,000,000 red, or American
I.
Jlans.

By OLGA NFTHEJtSOLE

Tbe anntiul ier capita consumption
of rutear in the
nit. d State is MM
lutllldx.

Tts curtos," tats VMS Chan
a lot o' folks win hardly aoticsT
speeches of do ooastry'a brainiest bm
an' dat deyll read every word of tm
an ei champion of
hu to
lay! Washington Star.
prisa-fighu- n

tifo.

Servia bus about 500.000 soldiers,
but it will not have tbem long It It is
not careful.

STAR CUB SECOND BASEMAN.

BRAINY PLAYERS

NEWS

:

c

first-clas-

s

double-heade-

CHOCTAW FLOII
iuvr

0.

field

Murphy works like a machine
with
the catcher and shortstop, and many
an opponent's batting rally s
up by his quickness of intellectsmeared
In befuddling base runners.
Another live wire
S
Germany
Schaefer of the champion Detrolts
Many persons who have been
entertained by the antics of this baseball
clown do not realise that he is
the
master of baseball that he Is Schaefer Is funny, but never to the point
Impairing the success of the team. of
In fact, Schaefer's capers
have often put opposing players off
guard, and he has got through their
with
P othi,aLbe,CU,d n0t d0
e
captains are
" obvious
good baseball tactician.. This story relates only to
the
private in the ranks.
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lift
Clarence Owens,
the American
league umpire, does not Intend
to stop
another foul tip with his Adam's an.
pie.
Brick" was Injured In
manner In Indianapolis recentlythat
and it
nearly put him out of the breathing
business. Now Owens, with hi. umpiring partner, Bckman, has
an addition to the catcher--, mJkind
the improvement as shown
In the
above picture
official
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A LUCKY STRATAGEM
By Florence Kingston Hoffman

President Has Chosen Plaoe Burdened with Marry Names.

A PROFITABLE

OCCPArCyvk

Y
(Copyright

It le Salem Bay, Beverly Cove, Wood-berror Burgess Point Well
Adapted for Vacation But
no i usientaiioua.

y

Boston.
What la to be the nam of
the summer capital T Gray Gables, at
Buzxard's Bay, waa succeeded by Oys
ter Bay. If the name la to continue
the use of bay. the coming capital la
Salem bay. The property which baa
been leased by the president of the
United State for the coming season
permita, however, no such easy designation as Gray Gable or Sagamore
Hill. In general. It la on Salem bay.
along the north shore, and Is close to
Beverly cove, and Ilea within the precincts of the town of Beverly. Mare
specific designation to the summer colonist
the name of the little penin
sula upon which President Taft' cot-taI
situated. On the coast map
this peninsula la termed Wood berry
point, but to the natives of the region
It la known a Burgess point, because
a prominent yacht designer once lived
there.
As Robert Dawson Bran own two
on the point It la customary foi
bou
the native to refer to the cottag
which the president will occupy as th
Stetson cottage, because It was once
owned and occupied for several sea
sons by John Stetson, a theatrical
.
manager of great popularity In
1

HMCXT

THICK IN

Armies of men, young and old. are
engaged in a new industry in the
swamp lands along the
shores of
Lake Erie and the rivers flowing Into it, which, this spring yielded more
returns than It ever did. and promises
to develop within the next few years
into one of the most profitable forms
of trapping In the world.
Trapping the muskrat, extracting
the meat for
the musk, preparing
market, and cleaning and selling
the hides, is the work of the new industry, which is each year being carried on with more vigor and success.
Muskrat trapping is remunerative
work because the little water rodents
It
Hrc so thick, and easy to catch.
requires but a small hunter's outfit and
a smaller amount of skill, although
the men who have been In the business several years naturally make the
biggest catches, chiefly because they
know where the rats are in abundance and how to go after them. But
even at the start the novice does well
and it takea him only a few days to
Yarn the Ins and outs of the game.
The entire marsh country along the
southern and western shores of the
lake, and especially along Maumee
and Sandusky bays and the Detroit
river, has its thousands of muskrat
humes, built on the beds of the bays
and rivers. These houses are about
two feet In height and are in the
form of mounds, only two rats living
in each mound.
These homes are
never built in deep water. The rats
live partly on land, in order to secure food, and consequently they
roust have their homes near the shore.
The method of hunting the musk-ra-t
is simple. A row boat and spear
are the essentials for water work,
while on land traps of all varieties
are used.
The trapper selects a
marshy place in the bay. creek or
river and starts out in his boat. Usually a man accompanies him, the professional trappers preferring to work
in pairs. The second man has a boat
for himself and when the homes of
the rodents are reached, he stations
himself between the mounds and the
shore. Just nearenough to the mounds
to be able to spear the rats as they
leave.
This done, the other hunter
sends his spear into the top of the
mud hole.
If the rats are in their home, one
or both will be sure to be caught on
the end of the spear. If only one is
(aught the other will run out of the
house and make for the shore. Then
there is work for the trapper who Is
between the mound and the shore,
and he usually has his prey before it
gets ten feet from the mound. Should
the rat escape the deadly weapon, In
nearly every case it is caught in one
of the trapa on shore, which the tripthey go on their
pers set before
quest.
The

hunter, if they happen to
strike a "city" of mounds, continue
their work, sometimes catching 40 or
50 rata before going ashore.
The next work for the men engaged
the
in this business ia to extract
musk, which la used In making perfume.
While a muakrafs hide before being treated with chemicals,
gives forth a very unpleasant odor,
the musk found near the bladder Is
especially remarkable for its powerful
When fresh
and enduring fragrance.
it Is of the consistency of honey. It
is bottled or packed In small wooden
boxes and shipped to perfume manufacturers.
The muskrat meat Is relished by
the Indiana who Inhabited this part
of the country, and of late years It
has become a favorite with white
people.
The meat la declared to be
the equal and even better than that
of wild rabbit and a man will go hunting for muskrats merely to secure a
pair to eat.
The trapper's next concern la the
hide, which, after all. la the beat paying part of the game. The hide is
odorous and must be "salted" and
treated with chemicals. Usually the
hunter leaves the chemical treatment
to he done by the hide buyers, contenting himself with giving It a ''salting" to remove some of the bad scent.
.rong he
Even though It la pretty
Joss not mind It, for be Is , sed to It;
It is only .the beginner In the business
who turna away In disgust
Few people realise what this little
animal la to the human race. Besides giving ua a luxury in perfume. It
furnishes us with food and clothing.
The hides, after coming Into the
hands of pelt buyer, are sent to the
K fur manufacturera
oí the east and
t, where they
are made lato

TNT mjMMAT lOUftDJ ABC
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muffs, furs, gloves and a dozen other

articles. It is said that part of the
hide Is used in the manufacture of
gentlemen's stiff hats, and many of
the full bides go into homes as
housefurnishlngs.
It Is a settled fact, although unknown to the general
public, that
more of the product of the muskrat
hide Is sold each year than that of
any other animal. It is used by
manufacturers as a substitute for other fur goods, and hundreds of persons
have purchaaed at low prices fur articles which they think came from
the squirrel', fox or beaver, and which
in reality, are nothing more than
muskrat furs.
The manufacturers,
however, are
forced by competition to use these
tricks of the trade as the public wanta
low prices, and it gets them and the
substitute.
Another reason for this
substitution of names, is because it
is hard to sell the muskrat hide un- -

der its right name. The people don't
like to feel that they are wearing
something made from the hide of a
rat.
The value of a muskrat varies, but
it never gets too low to make trapping the animals worthless. The present season has seen the price for
hides higher than it ever was, some
Arms having offered as high as 50
cents for a hide. The musk is sold
by the ounce, and there Is no fixed
price. It depends on the market, and
with the hide it is the same. Each
season buyers of hides send out price
lists to trappers and they who offer
the best prices get the hunters'
business. The average worth of a
muskrat to the trapper is 60 cents.
The meat is sold wholesale for about
ten cents for each rat and the musk
from a rat is worth from 15 to 20
cents.
NOW

EXIT

THE FIGUREHEAD,

Official Order Now Announces Its Re
moval from the Vessels of the

American Atlantic Fleet.
Secretary Meyer has approved an order originating in the United States
bureau of 'construction for the removal from all the vessels of the Atlantic fleet of their figureheads. This
action is based purely on
reasons. It is urged that In time of
peace for maneuver purpose the figureheads, if gilded, afford a shining
mark to reveal to the constructive enemy the whereabouts of the ship and
In time of war, if painted with the protective war color, the artistic value of
the figurehead Is wholly lost. Furthermore, figureheads cost a good deal
of money and have a good deal of
weight, and serve no practical value
whatever in warfare.
Even as far back as the times of the
Greeks and Romans and the Phoenicians and Egyptians figureheads, made
often In the image of the god of war,
were regarded as Important to their
Great
trlremea as oars or rudders.
at
Britain has at her navy yard
Southampton, Portsmouth and other
points arranf rfd figureheads from the
old wooden ships of her navies as a
feature ol naval museums. Of course
the figureheads from American battleships 'vould be a different thing. Most
of tbém are made of brass, and are In
srvue case fine works of art.
The figurehead on the Olympla,
which was designed by St. Gaudens,
cost 912.000; that on the Cincinnati,
which embodied the design of the
Olympia'8 figurehead, cost $5,700. The
figurehead on the cruiser New York
I
a very fine model of the
Some of the largest of
of the state.
the figureheads weigh several tons,
and In that respect are objectionable.
e

coat-of-an-

Why add by the mental
pencil procesa, and then
check to see if it's correct

Boa-ton-

Beautifully adapted for a restful
summer vacation a it Is, the summer
home of the Taft family I by no
means aa luxurious as many estates
of the north shore. There Is nothing
ostentatious about It There are in
the environs palatial residences, with
costly formal gardens and a complete
working out of elegance which produces greater magnificence than the
White House at Washington. There
are few north shore estates, however,
which more closely approach all of the
requirements of a family seeking actual rest and recreation.
Accessibility and privacy were like,
ly two considerations rarely found In
one property which commended the
Stetson cottage to the president Highly developed roads make the place
quickly accessible, and a trolley line

Where Taft Will Make His Summer
Headquarters.
runs within 100 yard of the house,
and yet, owing to the arrangement of
trees and the slope of the lawns, the
house is secluded from the public,
whereas it command a view of the
only entrance whereby intruders might
come upon the president With the
ocean on three sides, persons arriving
by land must enter by the one driveway, which can be easily guarded.
Because of the president's numerous
summer engagements, auch, for instance, as his trip to the exposition
at Seattle, he Is not expected to be at
Woodberry point for more than two
or three weeks during the entire season. Social diversions are very varied.
The excellence of the roads for motoring, the bathing beach and the yachting courses are all assurances of a
summer quickly passed.
. Should President Taft desire to play
golf be will find the Montserrat golf
(inks two mile away, the Hamilton
and the Essex
Golf club four mile
Golf club seven mile. The Myopia
six mile away and ha
Hunt club
wooded roads exclusively for horseback riding. In the Tillage, one mil
sway, are both Episcopal and Unitarian churches.
The president's family are not expected to occupy the cottage before
June 5, although It la ready at th
present time.
On the Evans property 1 a pier fop
yachts, but the water Is not deep
enough for such yachts as the Mayflower or the Dolphin, which could be
reached only by tender sent out from
the pier. Accordingly the Jubilee
Yacht club of Beverly ha already tendered to President Taft an honorary
membership In their club. At their
Boat the presidential yacht can ran
up on the Incoming tide. In adjacent
Salem harbor a battleship fleet could
come to anchor. For smaller boats
the bay directly In front of the cottage
Is an ideal course, and over It are rua
race tor power boats, and there ka
the fall will be bald the trials for the
sonder race with Germany.
The house waa built many year
ago by A. B. Turner of Boston and waa
later bought by John Stetson. Mr.
Evans then bought It, and It baa since
been occupied by Frederick Ayer, C.
Howard Clark of Philadelphia and
Costello C. Converse of Boston. On
three aide the house I surrounded by
Salem bay and took off on th east to
the open ocean and on th weat along
th cot, where th spires of Beverly
may be seen above the trees, in th
view are Salem harbor. Baker's Is lard
and Marblehead.
1

Persona Grata.
The Old Bulldog They're going to
chain us up on Sunday nights now.
The Toung Bulldog How's that,
governor?
Amended.
The Old Bulldog The new fellow
A fool and bis money are sooc pop
fhat'r started calling on Miss Mamie jalar. Lit.
has got money.

UN. by J.

r
Robinson stood at the
winand gased dejectedly into the
street. Without, a shining bras sign
proclaimed the residence of John V.
Robinson, D. D. S., but this', alas! waa
the only luminous thing In Robinson's
prospect Introspective or otherwise.
He was a clever young fellow, and
had graduated from the College of
Dentistry with honors, but there it
had ended. In a word, he hadn't got
on, and the fact that It was really In
no wise his fault didn't make the
reality any easier to bear. He had left
Htllcrest for New York feeling sure
that a big place was likely to produce
bigger results than a small one. Then
there was Carrie! Carrie Mars ton and
he had already been engaged for three
long years.
Altogether, he felt
desperate, and as he gazed moodily forth his attention was suddenly
arrested by the sight of a portly old
gentleman who came leaping up the
street as though be were sprinting on
the track.
"Humph!"
ejaculated
Robinson.
"Well, he can't keep up that gait
long, for apoplexy will put a stop to
his little game, whatever It may be
and then he almost lost his breath as
the old gentleman bolted up his own
doorstep, rang the bell furiously, and
with an anxious look behind entered
the vestibule, closing the door with a
bang that shook the house.
Recollecting how long it usually
took his landlady's maid of all work
to answer the bell, and feeling sure
that the emergency must be serious,
Robinson ran to open the door, and
the old gentleman, still panting from
bis recent exertions, bounded in with
such haste that be narrowly escaped
overturning Robinson into the umbrella stand.
"My dear sir my dear doctor let
me see, what Is the name?" apologized the visitor.
"Robinson," mildly supplemented
the dentist, as he righted his equilibrium.
"Oh! Indeed! to be sure, Dr. Robinson. Will you that is to say, could
you examine my teeth without delay? The fact Is I'm in something of
a hurry."
"So I had noticed," Robinson was
beginning, when remembering professional dignity, he went on; "Yes, sir,
I think I can manage it. It you will
kindly lay aside your coat and take
the chair."
With a sigh of relief the old gentleman divested himself of his outer
garments, and sank into the depths of
the dental chair as though it represented to him a bed of ease rather
than the throne of torture.
"My dear Dr. Robinson," the latter
finally managed to articulate, "I feel
I owe you an explanation, and I will
endeavor to be as brief as possible."
"I am, I would have you to understand, a man of most exemplary habits, generally speaking, but we all
ah! have our moments of relaxation,
and so I oh! confound it, perhaps
you know how it is yourself?"
Robinson bowed, and his patient resumed:
"Last night I dined with some
friends, and may perhaps have been
a little injudicious in the amount of
wine I drank. After dinner we went
to the theater, where my friends procured a box; and later they prevailed
upon me to go behind the curtains and
make Miss Zaza Flashlight's acquaint
ance. All this, you will readily under
stand, was harmless In the extreme
but it was perhaps a trifle unwise of
me to ask Miss Flashlight and several
of her company to be my guests at
supper after the play. We had a
merry time, sir, a very merry time,
though my recollections of the affair,
beyond the fact that we all ate con
siderable and drank rather more, are.
I may say, exceedingly hazy. I spent
the night at a hotel, and awoke this
morning with a terrible headache and
the impression of having passed
through a prolonged nightmare.
Arriving at my office, I found among my
letters this ah bombshell!" produc
ing a note which be offered to Robinson, who read aloud as follows:

B.

when the taMiiaH adds
three to five times faster
and does it with unerring

Lipplncott Co.)

oslty, and when, last of all, I remind
you that this might mean not only a
accuracy ?
suit for breach of promise, but a
charge of attempted bigamy, you will
appreciate my desperate predicament,
Time saved is money
and If you can formulate any plan
earned.
Anything
whereby I may escape from this critsaves time is an investment.
ical situation, let me say that you
may draw on me for one thousand
The tsMisi saves time
no, two thousand dollars, and count,
and money. Invest now.
moreover, on my patronage for life."
A demonstration on your
Robinson's
hair fairly
rose at this proposition, and like an
work in your office at our
inspiration came the recollection of
expense will furnish you
sundry feminine garments at that mowith the proof. Write today.
ment hanging in his closet.
Two
nights before, when Mrs. Marston and
You need me.
Carrie had come up from Hlllcrest to
accompany him to the theater, they
I'm built on honor.
had been overtaken by so severe a
I print red totals.
storm that the latter had borowed his
mackintosh and a silk muffler for her
I sell on my merits.
bead sooner than run any risk of
am fully guaranteed.
I
spoiling her new bat and cloak.
With a mental photograph of bis beloved's horrified countenance, Rob:n
son set about collecting her properMachine
ties.
UNiycnSAL a D d in q machine CO.
Having persuaded Mr. Whltehouse
naerai vmarn asta r.Mff7.it. LMh.
to conceal his substantial proportions
in Carrie's cherished cloak and then
to resume the dental chair, he draped
his nether limbs with a much be
ruffled silk table cover (presented blm
w
by Carrie as a Christmas gift), reflecting as he complacently surveyed
the graceful folds which, flowing from
the chair, so well simulated a skirt,
that possibly he might have risen
more rapidly to fortune as window
320 ACRES INSTEAD
draper for a department store than as
OF
a D.D.S. He then pulled a Japanese
screen close behind the chair, thut
Ai further inducement
completely concealing the head of his
to settlement ai the
lands of
patient from anyone entering the
Weewr
Canada, Uta
outer room, at the same time placing
Canadian
Government
Carrie's new hat in a conspicuous
has increased tbe area
place upon the table. Hardly were
Sat may be lakes by
these arrangements completed when homesteader to 320 aerea 160 free and 160 toa
the doorbell rang violently.
be purchaaed at $3.00 par sen.
Than lands
After a few loud words in the pas- te in the grain raiting ana, whine mixed farming
sage there was a clatter of high heels at also carried on with nnqua lifted success. A
and the
of silken petticoats railway will shortly be built to Hudson Bay. bringas a blond female of most engaging ing the world's markets a thousand miles nearer
where schools and churches
appearance pranced excitedly into the these
re convenient, climate excellent, railways dose to
room and stood between the folding-doorsall settlements, and local markets good.
endeavoring to command at
"It would take time to aad M flat, the revelatention.
tions that a visit to the great empire lying to
"Madam," said Robinson, indignantthe North of ua unfolded at every turn."
Corrcsptndcncc of Nattcml Editor, vino ttsttcd
ly, "I must beg your to withdraw imWestern CtnmU In Adgmst,
Ml.
mediately. I am in the midst of a
Lands may also be purchaaed from railway and
painful operation, and they should
have informed you at the door that land companies at low prices and on easy tenas.
I could not be disturbed."
Por pamphlets, anana and information aa to
low railway ratee, apply to Superintendent
"Sir," said the lady, calming down
of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or the
somewhat under the Influence of his
authorised Canadian Government Agent:
imperative tones, "I must ask you to
j. acurro
pardon this unwarrantable intrusion,
CUT.
a. US w. Mala street.
but I am in great trouble. I am seeking for a very dear friend I might
add, my affianced husband, Mr.
(Here the patient's legs
trambied so violently that Robinson
in turn trembled for his draperies.)
"I saw him enter a residence within
this block, and am at present making
what might almost be called a
search" (with a nervous
laugh), "as my business with him is
of a very pressing nature."
"You see plainly for yourself,
madam," said Robinson, blandly, "that
I am the only male occupant of these
rooms, nor have I the pleasure
of
knowing the gentleman in question.
The other apartments in this house
being all rented to middle-ageladles
of highest respectability, I cannot encourage your further search, and
once more must insist upon your withdrawing." With which ultimatum he
firmly conducted the dashing blonde,
now almost hysterical, to the outer
door, turning a deaf ear to all her
entreaties for assistance in tracing
her truant lover.
Having seen her safely in tbe
streets, he
his rooms, carefully locking both doors, and rejoined
the unhappy victim, who, minus cloak
and table cover, sat mopping his wet
brow.
"My friend," said he, "I may say.
my very dear friend, I am forever
yours to command, for you have rescued me from the most deucedly awkward scrape of my life. Even now,
however, I cannot consider myself en"Amos Whltehouse. Esq., 110 Broadway,
New York City. My Beloved: After a tirely out of danger, but must ask the
night of feverish unrest. for how could shelter of your hospitable roof until
t sleep with such happiness in view? I evening, when, under cover
ot the
awoke to remember I had promised you
an answer by ten o'clock this morning. darkness, I can safely depart In a
Ves, dearest. I will be your owney doner cab."
wlfle, and almost before you read this I
So there all day be remained, and
will be at your office to arrange about
a busy one it proved for Robinson.
dates, etc Till then, your lovey dovey,
First an Inquiry was sent for a state"Zaxa."
A Robinson read the last words the room on an ocean liner, sailing the
old gentleman resumed in great agi- following day. This soon brought an
affirmative answer; and a second
tation:
"When I tell you. my dear air, that epistle was dispatched to Mrs. White-housin which her loving husband
unrivaled for PreservIt waa then 10: IS, and that even as I
looked from my second-floo- r
office broke the Joyful news and bade her
and Beauing,
window I saw approaching a figure get ready to accompany him, deplorthat I Instantly recognised aa Miss ing the fact that a few last matter of
Skin. Scalp.
Flashlight's, you may imagine my fee- great importance wouia require his tifying
ling. I grabbed my hat and
attention and keep him from her side
t,
Hair and Hands, for Sanaand allowing her enough time to in- until the evening.
A he wrung Robinson's hand In
quire her way to my office and take
parting he said tremulously:
the elevator, I boarded the down-ca- r
"I tive, Antiseptic Cleansing
and fled from the building Just after shan't feel positively safe till I'm
Nursery.
for
the
started on It Journey. I actually on th ocean, but again let
tore madly up the street" (Robinson me thank you from the bottom of my
Sold tnmsshont the world.
Peseta: London. ST.
smiled, remembering), "but Just be- heart for your kindness. From this
fore I reached your door I glanced be- day forward you shall care for th
hind and saw her la hot pursuit. She teeth of every member of my family
waa more than a block away, but even with whom I have a particle of Influat that distance Mia Flashlight might ence, and meanwhile I beg you to accept this trifling expression of my
be easily ahem! remarked.
A Quick, Clean Shave
"The rest you know. I took refuge eternal gratitude" (which waa a check
here, bnt I realise only too well that to the order of J. V. Robinson tor
NO STROPPING
NO BONING
within? a very few minutes my hiding-plac- e 12,000).
1
bound to be discovered, and
"Truly," said Robinson, as the cat
when I tell you, my dear sir, that my rolled away, and sinking lato a chair
beloved wife, already twice widowed he gated, still halt Incredulous, at
when I married her. Is of a peculiarly the check In hi hand, "There Is a
jealous disposition, that I owe my tide In the affair of men; which takea
yearly stipend of $50,000 to Mr gener at the flood lead on to fortune.'"
DEFIANCE STARCH
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J. Wolfinger will succeed
Dr. (ieorge S. Hryun us tru-te- e
of the New Mexico blind asylum
of this city. Dr. Bryan resigned
time ago.
fa! some
I Mai
vvlii!.. 1,.' line ill the
the city. Governor Cuny offered
lli,. i,citi,ni In Mr Vi il fi ntriT.
and it is understood that the latter told the governor that he
would ac pi it.
.Mr. Woltinger is the proprietor
of one of the laifje stores of the
city, and being a level headed
business man it is reasonable to
presante that he will make an
efficient member of the hoard.
The other members of tbe
hoard are: J. E. Wharton,
W. A. Hawkins. Three
Rivers: V. F. Buchanan. Tucuincari, and Oscar Snow, Lns
Cruces,

Full suits and two piece suits is still fairly complete, and we are
L
always ready and proud to show them. They are strictly
up
in fabric-a-ll
Í
and finish
to
cost
only a little more than the cheap,
and
$
kind of clothes.
wool-,make--

up-to-ea- te

ill-fitti-

Full line Underwear, Kelts, Suspenden, Necktie, etc.
Hats Shoes in black tan ami ox blood leathers.

.

Straw

S. J. WOLFINGEB.
ALAMOGORDO
NATION

BROS.,

NEWS could

do would be to send a

re-

porter around to the Club meetings and find out what is going!

Proprietors.

on

0. R. NATION, Editor

.

ft

nu niinur

di rnuju:

NO HOPE FOR

MRS. liOPPER

AFTER SUNDAY

A wireless to The News is to
Mrs. S. S. Hopper, who suffereffect that the Advertiser
H. W. Cutshall, chief lineman
.
has found out ( llirontrh Tim ed a stroke of appoplexy Monday of the Southwestern, was here
is
still unconscious'
News of last week) that the afternoon,
Monday superintending the in$1.50 a War in Ad vanee.
News goes to press. Then-iBusiness Men's Club is getting
sta luting of telephone instruhope
no
of
recovery.
her
reatly to pull off a monster celein the depot.
Entered al the pottofflc
in Alamoirordo.
Mrs. Hopper and Mrs. J. D. ments
Nr'iv Mexico, tor transmission through the bration in Alamogordoon
.July
mail, :, Recnnd clan matter.
Clements were returning on, Beginning June 20, all trains
on the Southwestern
horseback from Cloucroft.
At Duran ami Kl Paso, will between
be oper4:811 o'clock Monday afternoon;
THE PLACE TO GO.
ated by telephone.
SELF GOVERNMENT.
rabtlatled every I'm el
rito. Olor,. Cuntir',

v

X.

at Ala-- i
M.

the

just before reaching High Rolls,

On the first imp." of this issue
is an articde on incorporation by
Rev. John H. Murray.
Rev. Murray prepared thisar- t !e at the request of The News,
which is the only paper in the
city that has advocated incorpo-

ration.
Kev. Murray's article is based
upon facts and should be read
and pondered over by every citi-- !
zen of the city.
Alamogordo has been wearing
her swaddling clothes long
enough.
It's time to get out of

them.
We hope the Murray article
will be (he means of awakening
some interest in the matter.
The News is going to continue
it's li'ht for self government,
ami those in favor of incorporation are invited to use the cole
umns of this paper for the
of getting their views before
the public.
As already stated, The News
is the only paper in town that
has taken up the fight.
This i not as il should be. If
the Advertiser really wants a
bigger and better Alamogordo let
it declare itself for incorpora-

'

A nervous looking man went
into one of our stores tin. ,.tlie
day and sat down for a half an
hour or so, when a clerk asked
him if there was anything he
could do for him. He said no,
he didn't want anvthinu- Ho .
mained an hour'longer. when the
proprietor went to him and asked
if he wanted to be shown anything. "No," said the nervous
man, my physician has recommended quiet for me, and says
auove an Tilings 1 should avoid a
crowd. Noticing that you do not
advertise in The Alamogordo
News, I thought this would he
about as quiet a place as I could
And, so I just dropped in for a
tew nours oi isolation."
The News has all along advoa good ball team and a
grand stand The grant stand is
being built and the hall team is
being strengthened.

cated

Messrs.

Garrett,

and

Mesdames

C

H. M. Kiley, M. E.

A
Hil-bur-

n

and Messrs. L. ,J. Phjlhert
and K. J. Fontain composed a
party that spent, Sunday and
Monday

rusticating in the' mountains near Wood's ranch, Mr.
Garrett has water properties in
that section.

Automobile Victims Recovering.
Miss Loma Woods, one of the
We earnestly solicit the support of the Advertiser in this victims of the automobile accident, was up town Tuesday to
cause.
have her hand dressed. All the
other members of the party are
Whether or not Oloudcroft is up, except 0. V. Murry, whose
to be rebuilt is a matter soon to leg was broken in the sniashup,
be decided by t lie owners. All and he is getting along very
nicely.
El Paso is earnestly and enthusiastically working Tor the building
of a "Greater Cloüdcroft." It
means much to the people of El
Paso. It is their great summer
resort, and the playground of
their children. It is all of that
and more to Alamogordo. It is
the source of revenue to our
business interests. Let's work
for a new Oloudcroft, bigger and

tion.

The social committee appointed bjf the Business Men's Olub
gave a smoker to the old soldiers
that cost $20.
eveningn it, irnvn
The- next
o " ' n"
dance that was the social event
of the season.
After paying the expense of
the smoker and the dance, nearly
$80 was left in the treasury.
And still the Advertiser insinuates in an editorial that the
social committee will dissipate
the funds of the Olub and raise
Cain generally.
The Advertiser oughtto fall in
line with The News and boost
tbe town awhile. The least it
--

la, 7j

'ho

unless ynu enter or cau-- e in be entered
inur appearance In sai l ult on or before ihe 9th day of kagftei A D. lwoti
decree ProConfesso iherm will tie rendered aifaiust you. Chas P Downs
--

I

.1

Seal

Clerk.

I

Ill FRUIA M.
W. ToMCSclN. Ksu
dexlco,
A!ani'Kiodii Ne
AUy. tor Plaintiff

DeptltV

....

P

Flint

The said defendant. Henry P Flint,
is herein niritied tbftl a -- nit in divorce
has been commenced luam-- t you In Ihe
Court for the County of Otero.
Territory of New Mexico, in said Bdlih
P. Flint, alleging
and
ftbuiidODBIftnt
nu enter or
non support; that mile
cause to be entered vi tit ;i
trance in
-aid suit nn or before the tfltb day (1
July, A I), Ifjnft. decree Pro CoitfesMi
tberelb will he rendered again! van.
i das.
P Downs. Clerk.
Seal
First Pub June I?; lastí'nb July
Notice of Publication.
Court, i
In the
)
Count! ui Otero,

'A

ea-- t.

--

-- i

--

m

No f4!t.

John

t

I

W. Parker
va.

Lizzie Parker.
IUi Ihe co-hereof to bu
The said defendant, l.izle Parker, is üoffether
hereby notified thai a auitlu dlvorae has taxed, and other allowances. e "osea
dlaburt
and
as
ent
mu here 'er lie
heeu coiQiuenced agalusi toil In the Ills,
trict Court lor tin Count ot Otero, Ter- fixed by the Court, and the ndei tied
peclai
Master,
for
unrn,.
the
New
In
Me
of
(Ico.
satla.
.ml John W.
ritory
Porker, alleging abandonment, that fvlne s:id decree, ami h virue if the
unleaa yon enter nr cau-- i
lie entered auihorlii vested In hnn will at tl lime
Iffei oiler
your appearance in said su t on or be and nía e in this notice t
at imlnie .,m
lore the seventh day ul Au.'Ust, A I) lor sale ano
ihe
In ac1909. decree Pro Coo fesso therein will he highest iiifl beat bidder tor
cordance Uh the term qf ihe.,;,ide.
rendered agtiin-- t nu
cree, the said real es'ate
Chas P. Downs. Clerk.
li II MA.IOli Special Master
By Frida M Bekeatsn, Deputy
,t SHBRJtY.
.SHEkRV
J. W. Tompsoo, Alamogordo, N M.
Alkiaugordo,
New Mexico,
Attorney lor Plaint ff
Attorneys for Plaintiff
First Pub June I?; last Pub, July
Notice of Publication.
First Pub June 3: lnt Puh July 1,
In the District ( uurt, r
Notice For Publication,
Count! of Otero.
f
D8PABTMBNT
P I'HK IM IOKIOR,
No. S22.
U. . Land Office at l.as Cruce
N
M.,
Ira W. Collins
ts

--

-

lli

-

iiit-tttr-

non-churc- h

I

Help

i
I

You.

ifi
OA.M

tre.

St. Johns Episcopal Church.
Sunday school 10 a. m.
Commencing June 90 fi ,.efi
win be no morniue servWa r.
til further notice. Services will
be held at 8 p. m. Everybydy
cordially welcomed.
Rev. Henry Easter, of
St.
Clements church, El Paso, will
be Here Sunday, June 20.
Mr. H. O. Lansing in charge.

Presbyterian Church.
8unday school 10 a. m.
Preaching at 11 a. in. and 7 :30

p. m.

Christian

Church.

Eld. Stacv" Philli

vilSJ

IICW

pastor, will preach Sundav r m
at 11 and at 7 :45 in the
Everybody invited.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.

--

ill
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lerms reasonable. couaitioned.
MR. ABBOTT.
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iniUsjoutliwest Alamogordo
FOR SALE

Lease on g(K
20 acres.
been growing 4 acres of I have
all tin in eond slmn 1 1 Maize '

fruit farm of

Baroen
chard V acres. Has truck.
lots

Or-

0f
a
and peaches. I have
of good alfalfa and free 6 acre
water for
n
6ame. T u,..,t
Price to suit buyer" For
tlnnlara. ..oil
,
v.,, uu
vu Tn
Alamogordo, N.M
FOR HATH a. . .,
Cow fresh. None Í a- - 1 Milk
better
territory. Inquire at Newsin the
office

11

Muy is 190.
Not ice Is herehv viven t l.ut
ui 1
of Alaii'Ojordo,
N M
whu, na
October IS 1908. made If, n.e.t.. , p.,.
iry No 4010 (aerial QVRUi f r NKU,
Section I, Tow ibtp 17 s . Haotie t) R,
N. If. P. Meridian, ha- - li e t
Iceof
Inteutlon to muko tluafCotaruul .'loa
Proof, to
claim 10 the anil
above deacribeti. berdre K ,1 1:
t.
8. oinmiislouer at Alaaiogordu N M.
on 'he If. h dm of July. Ill II
Clalaianl 'tames as alttttseea:
J. K BdRlnKioil, of Alamofru do, N. M.
I) W Vai dy ice. of
do
W B. ( n, mack,
of
do
I
X. ."ninth,
of
no

(ates,

Josa titiNZii

:s.

Kelsler.

Mineral Application No. 02T02.

ADS.

L. R. HUGHES
The Modcrr) Grocer.

--

S.

111

As fast as we can get in touch with
the
best markets to buy in we will give our
customers the benefit of lower prices.

We Can

,

t

Church Notices

to-da-

I

Us.

24

Ill the District Court.
)
Coiintv of Otero.
Nu. 842
Edltt P Flint
vs.

Ileon

Ma-ie- r.

h-

Kt KMA.V

First Puh. June 3; list Pub June
Notlc.' of PubMestloi.

deraigned. hereiolore appotud shcíu.
under and b VtrtaM of thnZ
cree of forecloeure. tender, o In the D.
trlct Court of the Sum Diirl, t u SB'
Mexico, nitniii auo lor tim County
Otero, emered on the eight, eniii ,j4V ol.
March. A. U 190, lu - cause ,M,..rett
the First National Bank ol Aiainoorriu
Ne.v M. Míii. a corporal lo
Ia plaintiff
and Andrew Story, Nathaniel i
s'
K
G.
K.
Kbrtiw,
Adkin,
and J. B
Crockett, are the deiendan
v,!!,,
Wednesday, the twenty third tla, ui
June, A D. 1SXI9, at the h.,nr ol t0
.,
oViuc a n .. ai
,i.
Court House in the tow n of AianiogorSa
County of Otero. Terroorv ul X,.w tHI
ico. sell at public auctio tu n,M
and best bidder for ca-in aec ndanea
with the aid dectee the follow mg 4
I
ver bed pm, ertj, to wit;
An undivided one ha'i Interest a ai)(j
10 the southwest Quarter ul the -in,
west quarter of section twentv-onthe
reel hull of the northwest quarter.'abi
the northwest qu trter ol tbe si
quarter, of ecitoii twentv eigip; itt
easi half of the soii.hea.i quarter a
section twenty; and lheia-- i hall ul
nortbeasl quarvef of lection tweou.
nine
towmhlp sixteen south rann
M P M
twelve
.said property win be old ai the Mm
and place aforesaid, for tbe purpt e of
'd .t.i ,1
aatl ft In
io
amount due on a ceriam promissory
Hole am; mortgage,
t forth In lie petition In aid cause with Inter si and
es. am un ,,,, 0 .
attorneys'
of d.;4 lit. and which said-uwith lute rent thereof, 11 the ral
si 1
per cent per iilit inn. from no me of
ree. rjntll paid
ne uiil
a
'creed
fir-- ,to be
lien herefobalnre des r lied,

i

Why pay others i ?c for Kel- - jl
logg's Corn Flakes when our I
price is only
i o Cents? I

Trade Witb

MMa,

llus arrangement, however.
Mrs. Hopper was stricken with
will
not he the cause of any of
appoplexy.
Mrs. Clements at-- !
operators losing
tempted to keep heron the horse the telegraph
their jolts, as I hey will he rebut was unable to do so. After tained
extricating her from the feet of; Mr. as "hello hoys."
the horses. Mrs. elements callpil News Cutshall staled to TIip
that this would not be an
a man who was working in a field
as many of the rail- near by. They removed Mrs. experiment,
Hopper to tbe nearest house roan lines ot the country have
been running trains by telephone
which was half a mile away.
for
time. He claims that
ine stricKen woman was it issome
just as safe and requires
brought to the hospital in this
much less time than the telecity Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Hopper's two daughters. graph system now in vogue.
Later on, the system will be
.Mr. I, L. Lane, of Los Angeles,
and Mrs. W. T. Arnold, of Den- in general use on the Southwest-em- .
vs.
ver, were wired of the condition
Ada C. White
of their mother and they are exThe said defendant, Ada C. White, is
y
pected here
or
herein- notified that a suit in attachMrs. Hopper is nearly 60
ment ha- - bean commenced iganhji you
Revised Wi eltlv.
yerrs of age, and
is well known
the DiMrlcl Court for the count! ol
,
i
Otero. Territory of New Metleo, bv aid
nere, ,antl liKetl liy all. She is
W Collins, on account fnr $:i7.i 110
Ira
a very robust and healthy woman
Baptist Church.
(th inter st at h par cent from April
and very fond of door exercise.
Pastor 8. B. Callaway will th 1909; that unleM you enter or caun
til be
your apliearanca in
preach at the First Haptist suit onentered
Geológica,! Survey.
or before the seventh dm of An
A
D
(rust.
1909.
church Sunday at 11 a. m. and
decree of Pro Confess,,
Van H. Manning, of the geoloiheieiti will he rendered agalnm you
gical survey, Washington, is here i :;U p. in.
lia1' DllWl.l
r.Uei.
Sunday school at ):4.", a. m.
lli Fi i, ht M Bckman,
with a force of men makins a
J. W. Tniiison. Alamoporrio. N M
survey of the Alamo National
Straneers welcomed.
Aiioutet fur Plaintiff
Forest.
Tbe party expect to be
here several months, after which
W. E. Church, South.
the data secured will be com- The following services will he CLASSIFIED
piled and a map of the Forest
made.
The following nersons held at the M. E. Church,
- f,n .i.ivi rtlaarhantfl In t.i.i- South, lia'ecompose Mr. Manning's party :J.
one cent a wortl each Inierilon.
ounday.
chartr.- 3S cents.
H. Wilkie, Evansville, Ind.:
Snndav school at 9:45 a- in.
Harold Keats, Washington; J. 8.
FOR SALE Five room house
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:45
Rose, Washington; ,T. R. 8 tri fa
OB 10th street, line awn
frut
bling, Chicago; A. H. Gibson, p. m.
trees and grape vines. Cheap if
Denver.
.Senior League at if p. m. Junurweii at onee.
Ur. O. W. Mil-Supervisor Neal, of the Alamo ior League at 4. m.
24tf
A cordial invitation is
National Forest, is out in the viTO TUA DE Dnsim hi
.
extendcinity of Mescalero on a tour of ed to all.
W. V. Tkkr, Pastor. estate fur mares from iMrlial..
inspection.
to six years old. Address F. M
Greene,
Atlanta, Texas.
Grace
80
Methodist Episcopal Church
Mrs. H. W. Scofield, who has
been spending a month in Ixs
FOli ENT
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
Angeles, California, has returned
lar Iheatre. Fine lor dances,
Kev. Murray will preach
at 11IOVÍII2 to the city.
ahnn
n.
First M. E. church, El Paso.
" rcals, public meetings, etc. Low
For this reason there will be no rates Building
is nicely locatservices at Grace church.
ed. Has live exits, 68 eleetric
lltcbts. anre stnrru tia
All strangers and
m
numbers are cordially invited. tool and Dleasunt
n.- -- Jora H. Murray, Pastor. rounol at resirloiwa
..v..-mica-
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THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE.
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Court. (
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First National Bank.
Helen I'. Marque,-- .
of Alaufg irdo. New Mélico,
The said defendant. It. ten C. Mar A Corporal Ion,
quo, la herein uniiHid ihal a Bat In ill
flaliitm.
u
IM Mgmiisi you
voice ha- - Item 0
.
in the Ihstrici Coutt lor the t'miinv of Andrew Hlnry N'aihar lel
said Peach. S. K
Otero. TeMart Bfl New
K B
t latidnu
Miguel I. Marques,
I,
and J B. Crocaeu,
c
umpert? men
mini and
DefeudauU.
tioned In complaint now M file at this
Notl. e Is hereby (Tiren, that the
uioo
n.n
e.
oe
i
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to
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Miguel I. Marque

JSiowistlie time to select your light, cool clothes for these hot
days. Our stock of
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Notice of Special Matter Sala.
lu the Llslrli-- t Court ot
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elal DUirlct ol tbe Trrritor, ul Xel
Meiico la and lor tbe Count i!
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Legal Notices.

Legal Notices.

Kii--

t

Pn; Apr. 30: last Puh JiineüS.
United simes r.and Office,
La Cruces. N

Mexico,

Jauudty '.'.'. ÜHK).
Xot'ce is hereby given thai Minna
IMter. Independan! Executrix ol the
of .1 P Dteter deCeitsed hv A.
I. Dowues, her
attoine In fct, iio
poatoftice addreaa - Itriée, New .Mexico
has made application for ti Cuitad
Stales patent for the Baton F.o'te Mln-Claim. Mineral Koreey
Nu. CI6J,
Htiate in Silver Hill Mining DisiriM,
counn of Otero. Territory of No Mexico, covering (ifi.l 15 feet 01 ihe Uatoa
lode in a directiou N S4 decrees, 41
minutes W. from the
n and
530 S5 leet thereof In
direction á. M
4!)
decreet
mlntttea K. tberelrurn, end
lying in the ne'-- i of Sec. 9 and the nwfc

K

dl-c-

ol Sec. lo, T. Si a. R. 8 K. N M P. nd
more imrtieniuri.
Minw,' be
ginning at Cor. No 1. a porpbry rocli
'fi
ins. ia ins high, chl-eie- il
iaaa
from which the cornel lo necs 1.4 lund
10. T. 22 S l: x K V u P M l,...r. N.

H degree

4S

minutes

92tí 85 feal

V.

uia.. and running thence

S

il.i.ireea

minutes ft. 300 feet u, Knst nil
thence N 11 ,1,
,,.s It
oti
6IH) feet to cor. No.
2; thence S 54 da-11,.
t,ie
Ulitis W. 1500 leet 'ilCOr.
No. 3 thence N 11 degree 23 milium
West 300 feet to Wait on.l eeliter.
thence North 11 degreaa 23 minute
W. 600 feet to cor No. 4; thence N. M
degree 49 minute K. 1500 leet to place
of heginning, containing If 04 acre.
The location notice of Kits claim is of
record In tbe office of the probate clerk
and ex olSclo recorder of the county el
Olero, Trrliorv of New Mexico, ai
page 828 and '29 of record No 16 ol
Mining Location. This claim i adjoined ran II... ...... I. t...
n I. . I1""Ja
ui.
t
il,,, in 1, y loe Hilc.r,
unnurved; E Milla, Claimant, and 00
the eau bv Sur No 1254. Seven Come- Eleven.
EUUENF. VAN PATTEN.
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The News I the poDular paper.
It to your friends back east.
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an-Ple-

L.rrr.

luBh Jobs Bushed.
Rush Tobs Rushed is the motto of The News' job printing department. You don't have to
Wftit two nr fhnaa
t set

your printing at this office. Any
.
J.aa)
fkHllin.
uíHory jod printed same tww
order is t
cpi nii nnitt
and we'll e after your order.
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..Reputation For Reliability..

WeTo Want You!

OCALJTEMS
Conn. Minian John If. Hewitt
has appointed Ferris She ton as
I

indigent student to the Agriculture and Mechanic Arts college
for a oeriod of four years. Ferris
will take up his studies in September.
Frank W. Beach, former member of the legislature from this
district, was in the city on business last week. Mr. Beach is
interested in water rights in the
county and is hopeful of accomplishing something son. He is

return

from

Albuquerque

to-

Oro-graiol- e

Arizona. He is of the opinion
that the smelter at Orogrande
will be running soon. While in
the legislature, Mr. Beach was
successful in getting an appropriation through foraroad across
the mountains but the measure
was vetoed by Governor Hager-ma-

19

n.

Alamogordo, N. M.
Trade Where Everybody Trades
6 x, ooooxooxxxxxxocxxxxxxxxxxxxx
to

at his old home in
after an extended trip to

again

E. H. Cox & Co.,
Tweed, the popular
Dr. A. L. Bright, of Oape
daughter of Conductor J. H.
was here visiting his
Tweed, of the Southwestern, has old friend Dr. 0. V. Miller SatMiss Mabel

Qt

J

Raus Mit 'Em!

Those desiring post cards of
the old soldiers' excursion to
A lain'go"do can obtain same at
Jim Alexander's photograph gallery.
Miss Nina Scipio, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Scipio, returned Saturday from Los An
geles, California, where she has
in school since last fall.
Miss Scipio is one of the popular
young ladies of the city aud her
many friends were glad to wel
come her home.
After being out of commission
for several weeks, the Pierce
auto was out Sunday.
Mrs. A. P. Jackson's automobile, which was considerably
damaged in the wreck la6t week,
was turned out of Reauseau's
garrage ready for service Saturday.
R. D. Covington and family.
of Crisco, Texas, vi sited W. E.
Warren last week. The Coving- tons are now up in the mountains
where they will spend a few
weeks.
b.-e-n

She went Sunday for the
purjHise of taking t lie civil ser- returned from Texas, where she urday. He was accompanied by
vio examination and spending a has been attending school for Charles Lutz, a druggist from
several months.
few days with her parents.
southeast Missouri.
day.
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Card of Thanks.

15c

50 Cents

Cent

Grade Gingham

Best

15

Cents

IOC

a Yard

10

Muslin

Children's 15c Black
Hose

Big Lot 10c and 15c

9 Cents a Pair

5c a Yard

Ribbons

'phone

and Pumps

NO.

$l '95

-

$1.50

Long Silk

yard

,
p ntS

$1.25

98 Cents

50c Short Kimonos

HooksandEyes

all colors

3 Ccnts

5c a Yard

Ladies' $5 Ready
Made Skirts

$3.50

--

--

Safety Pins

2c a Card

BREEDING

ASSOCIATION

Specialty

Phone

Real Estate

10c Embroidery

8tock Farms, City
Homes, Business Bargains, Mountain Ranches
with plenty of Water,
Mining Property, Relinquishments and Live
Stock.

5c a Yard

Remember these are Remnant lots of this season's goods and not
out of date stock.

Hotel Zeiger
EL PASO, TEXAS.

(Eropean otan)
Rooms 76c $1 and $1.60

Conducted in accordance with
the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The best equipped restaurant in the Southwest. Head
quarters for stockmen and mining men. CHAS. ZEIGER.Prop.

Fgeü&LiYBrySíaUlB

WorR Called For.

71

C. R. White.

Club
Clothes Cleaned, Pressed and Repaired.
Wo r K A

25c Dress Linens

No. 93.

ALAMQGORGO

Good Horses, Good Rigs,
Good Service

aid PlM. Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo.

CASH

6R0CERY

Mrs. Angelina Capuano, Prop.

treat you right and' give
Lowest price. We pay no rent
and hire no help and can make
very low prices.
Call and see
our nice new store.
Everything
Fresh Groceries received
fresh.
Twice a week.

mea 4th

Fine Camping Ground
under cover. .

Cor. 9th

We will

I. N. SMITH & CO.

Door South aff Pastafflce.

Ii. WEST.
CHAS.
(Successor to
I.
W.

H. La Salic

Alamowrdo, Otero Court, N. M.

THE
31

I

POPULAR DRY

I (iMsrporated)

MASONIC

600DS

TEMPLE

CO.

BUILDING

Ladles'
to War Dry Oaoas, Shoes,
Men's Clotblsr sad Hala. W. cordially
aa iaritatloa to jraa to visit oar aatab-H.bm.rasa la el
Tax A).

aM.

Miles)

Genera! Dray anil Transfer
Borne Pbona 177-- 2
Office Phone 182

Lin

P. O. Boi 317
Alamogordo, x: at.

1. JmykoWsU
Merchant Tailor
""
I
Quinliven Block.
L-

The Prince Store
Sells It Por Less

re-

BARRINGER'S

Ladies'

T

Alanogorlo, Iiw Ml

Atlantic City Pressing

LaUes' $2 0lfOTds

2 Cents a Box

Cents

PERGHERON

Overalls

Gloves

126.

St., Ails Bit,

14,

35c children's

Haia Pins

19

46328

and will make the season at the barns of the
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
Terms:
$20 to insure ; $10 cash and $10 in 0 months.

gc yard

35 Cents

10th

pair work to do Phone
188 ard
will call and
get it, fix it and return it
to you. Prices right.

Perdieron Stallion, black with star.
Foaled May
1905; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
111. This splendid horse is now the property of the

10c Summer Dress
Goods

'q

ii

I

ALAMOGORDO

Ladies' $3 Oxfords Men's 50c Suspende's

N. M.

ALAMOGORDO.

If you hove any

Yard Wide $1 Grade
Wash silk white and black

50C

71

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Cunning!
A. E. Andrews
ham desire through The News to L.J. Philbert
PHILBERT & ANDREWS
thank their neighbors and friends
for the many acts of kindness
REAL ESTATE
shown during the sickness of
Sacramento Valley Lands, Money to
Property.
Alamogordo
loan,
their son who died Ssturday.
Qffcce

These go on Sale TODAY and the Next 5 Days
1

.

brother-in-law-

our stock and sort out all small lots.

Men's 75c Overalls

10,

First Nattoul Bank Bsildls--

0.

e

first few days of hot weather gave us an opportunity to

Basting Thread

Law.

and

9

Dr. J. W. Long, of Tulanga, D
commander of the New Mexko
department of the Grand Army
OMio. Upauirs in the Gilbert Buildlnr.
of the Republic, was here MonPhonr 13. Alsroofordo, N. If.
day.
0. W. Gregory of Mis nsippi,
Rotert Newton Woodwortfc
is here for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Evans
Mai Eaftlaeer
and Mrs. J. S. Folsom have esExaminations and reports.
tablished a summer home at the
mouth of La Luz Cañón.
References exchanged.
W. H. Cook and family, of Box
. . .
371.
AlawaafÉK
Tularosa, visited here Saturday.
Mr. Cook is telegraph operator
at Tularosa.
W. MILLER,
Forty-livEl Pasoansand twenPHYSICIAN AND SUROEON,
ty Alamogordo people went to
Telephone No. 20.
Cloudcroft Saturday to spend
Sunday.
M. L. Burleson, of El Paso, was
NO. W. TOMPSON,
here the first of the week, visit- J
s
ing his
Lieuten
Lawyer.
ant W. E. Dudley.
Practica in all coarta and governuat
Departments.
Walter Lutz, a wealthy ChicaOfficeB. Suite 3 and 4 First National Bank
go manufacturer of laundry maBallding. AlamoHTordo.
chinery, was here Tuesday, visiting his old friend J. W. Parker,
proprietor of the Alamogordo QR. J. G. HOLMES.
steam laundry.
Physician.
Miss Mary Belle Keeter is
spending a couple of weeks with
Office over Roiland'a Drnjr Store.
the Misses Murphey at High
Rolls.
)R. M. 10NE HULETT,
Guthrie Smith is now correspondent from Alamogordo to the
Osteopathic Physician.
El Paso Morning Times. During
On Tenth St. Opposite the Conrt Boose.
the past two weeks a number ot
Alamogordo, New Mexico.
his newsy letters have appeared
in that paper. Mr. Smith is a
H. GUDGER,
D. D. S,
good newspaper man, and the R.
lTime8 is in luck in securing his
Dentist.
services. He is also looking after
Prepared to do porcelain crown and
bridge work, porcelain tnlajs; also
the local subscription" business of
gold inlays.
that paper.
OFFICE OVER WARREN'S DRUG STORE.
Rooms F, G and H.
Dr. H- H. Gudger was in
Phone 77.
Cloudcroft Monday.
R. E. R. JARVI8,
Rev. John Meeker will preach
at the Presbyterian church SunDentist.
day at 11 a. m. and 7 :30 p. m.
Office over First National Bank.

Odd Lots and Remnants

I

Boom.

Tba

R. J. R. GILBERT,

This Great Sale Begins

Mis Edna Patchin is expected

MAJOR,

Altanar at

Warren Bros. Druggists.

prove a remarkable
moQey saver to you. Thousands of choice remnants direct from the mills.

Morning, June

Law

Pint National Bank Baildia.

Let us fill yonr prescriptions.

It Will

Saturday

SHERRY,

Office V pata Ira

In soliciting your prescription business we refer yon to the
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
They know. Li's
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.

OUTLET SALE!

A

Altanan

The moit valuable ass- -t in any Drug Store.

Attend Our Great

Will

jHERRY

-

Tailoring Id latest style.
Choice Patterns always In stock.
Frenad Dry Cleaning and Repair-loaccording to lateas methods.
Goods guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladles' Hoods a specialty . . .
Custom

Surveyor.
Land and Irrigation Ditch sur
veying a specialty. Maps and
Blue Prints made to order.

g

Wirt CUM far Ml
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HANDY

That Is Useful at Any Tim
the Year and Can Be Built

On

mt

eaajly
and cheaply and operated easily la a
convenient thing on any farm. Instructions are given below for the construction of one by a writer Id Farmer's Review. The gate Is a common
panel hinged to a post eight feet above
the ground. The lower hinge la a atraj
of iron bent around the poet, and beTh
tween this the panel Is bolted.
upper binge is made of heavy wire
panel
woven between the boards of the
and run up to a phaln one foot In
length which goes around the upper

(ate that can

fBuy

M

a Watch Only of a
Retail Jeweler

BEST OF MILK MAKING FEEDS

For h can properly adjust It to
your individual requiremenU so it will
keep perfect time urnler all conditions.
Never buy a watch by mail, (or no
matter how jpood yon think ft is ad-It
will never be accurate unless it is
justed for the one who carries it. A

Protein nd Carbohydrates An Two
General Divisions Into Which
Food It Divided.
Because a feed is watery ia no proof
that It la a good feed for the making

South Bend Watch
writ) llmm

oi be kit

in
fniM
A South

Bmd Watch, with all the
kill and experience that goes Into
Its construction, would fall utterlr at
If it wasn't ada perfect
justed to meet the req.ulrem.nta of
each individual.
Yon can never bay a South Bend
Watch by mail. They are sold only
by retail jewelers.who are competent
to properly adjust them. you a
houin
Ask y.mr jpWKler tt snow
rial maaterpiBC of
Kend Watch
t7
mechanism. Write us ami Twelvehow
and
mull ocr f iw
why a South Ben.! Wt.rh keep acourata
tima in unv tnmnArature.
lai,
Saeta
WATCH
11
CO..
BEND
eie.
SOW

of milk.
The blood refuses to be fooled, and
will accept for its making only cer
tain proportions of water and aonos,
asserts H. A. Ritchie, In Farm Life.
Tfca old idea that a wet feed makes
lots of milk Is exploded.
The best milk producing feed Is that
which is the most perfectly blanched

-

as to Its constituents. Protein and
carbohyrates are the two general divisions into which the food can be di
vided, and the proper amount of each
must be fed.
There is no possibility of getting
away from the above fact, and every
new dairy feed that comes to the
front must prove its value because of
Its intrinsic worth, on the above basis.
Clover Is one of the best
foods we will ever have, because
of its richness in protein and Its great
digestibility when cut at the proper
stage.
The way this feed has come Into
nonular favor during the past 20
years shows something of its merit
for these 20 years have comprised a
period more than any other in which
the Intrinsic value of dairy ieeds has
been challenged.
Alfalfa is even better than clover
as a milk producer, when it is fed in
the form of hay. When fed green it is
equally valuable, but some of the men
that buy milk for bottling and con-- !
densing purposes say that It gives a
strong flavor to the milk and they
discourage its use as a green forage.

1
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Food

1

Products

milk-makin- g

Liked By The
Whole Family
You will never be disappointed if you use Libby's

Piokles and

Oondl-men- ts

on your table.
the right taste,
have
Libby's
which is always uniform,
and you can depend upon
Libby's as being absolutely

pure. Try these:

Mixed Ploklea
Fancy Olhrea

GOOD

Salad Dressing
Strawberry Preserves
Our rant Jetty
Evaporated Milk

Ida

TYPE OF DAIRY BREED.

Champion
and
Sweepstakes Cow at the Chicago

Was

Marigold

World's Fair.
This picture of Ida Marigold Is an
excellent type of the dairy breed. She
was champion and sweepstakes cow
at the Chicago world's fair, and her
only son. Stoke Pogis of Prospect, is
the sire of 45 tested daughters. If you

Libby's foods are the best
because they are made from
the best fruits and vegetables, by the best methods in

Libby's Qraat
Enameled White

J&

Kitchens

Insist on Libby's, and you
can depend upon it that
you will get food prod- kucts which are the
i

most satisfactory
.from the stand
point of taste

hicir
will you
haVe

indilóestíoi

Wridl
mm

am

mmm

bijs:ant
IteVpoth
lookftrttie
Hooper'sDon'tScratdi

...

(TetUrrem)

á
mm

W

I

Troubles, Tetter,
ma, Itch, Ringworm,
Chapped, Sunburned
Face and Hands,
Piles.Sore,

MT

KLT&JShSaKi

Ecze--

V

JU

Mm,

sBJBJSjfe
HOOPER

.

factory treatment tor
Dandruff and all Scalp

jii

I

0f the Skin. Does no
tain, urease or blister.
Two Sizes, SOc and $1
bottles. Trial Size 10c.
Either mailed direct on
receipt ot price.

MEDICINE CO.,

Dallas, TeXaS.

ana Jersey city, w. i.
B
I
j

H

1

Keaders

of this paper

if - II

columns diould ion apon
having what they ask foe, relusing all
nibslkutcs or imitations.

túed in

its

Lower Hinge.

two feet from the ground and over
the snow. The gate works very easily
and any child can open It.
TESTING

I

I

II

ASSOCIATION.

The First One Launched in Australia
and Principle Probably Will
Spread.
The first cow testing association
has been launched successfully In
Australia, and apparently It has come
to stay, which means the spread of
the principle, as farmers are prone to
follow one another, says Hoard's
Dairyman. The headquarters of the
new institution are on the south coast
of New South Wales, close to Sydney,
which is the oldest milk center in the
commonwealth.
Thirty-onentries were received
when it was decided to close for the
year, although others were offering.
The testers go to work at once. The
morning and evening's milk of each
cow is weighed and sampled and then
the two mixed to find out the butter
value. Each barn will be visited once
a month to get tnese results. The
test is multiplied by the days of the
month to ascertain the total and arrive at the value of the cow's milk
and butter during her milking period.
This will enable the farmer to ascertain which are the robbers of the
herd. The Rabcock tester is used
by the officers, who also carry scales,
brands, necessary acids and sampling
and testing bottles. According to the
regulations the tester leaves the
farmer each day the test for each
cow, while copies are registered with
the association's secretary. The herds
are represented by a number so that
each herd's result is secretive from
any other person excepting the secretary.
e

'"

home-grow-

8EE-3A-
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Time'.

The

Tim.'.

up.
See Saw

next.
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Will
In Tacoma, Wash, and
Cost 1100,000.

llOO.OOt
Tacoma, Wash -- Work od a
...winm for the Tacoma High school
na. been begun by the contrtcwr
the
rbey are under bond to comp et. - goem.
Tola will
by Auguit

Ur "

on.r . mm -

l

Alaaka - Yukon - Paciflc exposition

-
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day poor.
And ao th.
wing..

SUFFERING

ONEYEAR
Cored by Lydia

E
pound

" Lydia E. Pink,
Milwaukee, Wis.
ham's Vegetable Compound has ma it
me a wen woman,
and I would like U
tell the whole world
of it I suffered

when
But, good frlewU.high.
'we swing up
.
o
may
oon wu
Kull
down.

eye
Behoove, us look with pitying
On whom tu ratee disown.
wluls
Albeit, let', remember
we are prey
To
ready .mileThe tickle Fortun-'- s
We are not down to stay.

day .nine.
What though the un may one
The next duy be not fair.of mine,
friend
oh.
It matters not.i .,,n i there.
rne same u'u
to day.
And though we .wing from day
whirled.
On thi. old See-Sastay
A .teadv Hand I. here to
And hold the running world.

AFTER

u-

a nature
by a gulch In the
The next. w. din. with amphitheater offered
Immediately adjoining
Andne'day rich, and on. edge of the cliff

Only

High

School Stadium
World.

In

the

fromfemaletroubli
and fearful pan. ,lD
my back. Ihadth.
best doctors auc
they all decided
that I had a tumoi
in addition to mj
female trouble, and
advised an operation. Lydia E.
ham's Veeetable Compound made
me a well woman and I have no more
backache. I hope I can helpothers by
telling them what Lydia E. Pinkiuim's
Vegetable Compound has done for
me." Mrs. Ehjla Lmsk, 833 firstSt,
Milwaukee, Wis.
The above is only one of the thousands of grateful letters which are
constantly being received by the
Pinkham Medicine Company of Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women after all other means
g
have failed, and that every such
woman owes it to herself to at
VegetaE.
Lydia
Pinkham's
give
least
ble Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
hope of recovery.
Airs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mas&,

buildthe city's 600.000 high school
out
looks
ing. This amphitheater
over Commencement bay. Tacoma's
harbor on Puget sound, and commands
fine views of the Olympic and oascaae
Cuisine Queries.
ranges and Mount Tacoma. On the
Mangoes what are they? Many con- hill behind are residences, while be
fuse the mango of the tropics with the low, skirting the foot of tne staoium.
defipickle. The dictionary gives two
but Btlll 100 feet above sea level, a
will stretch
nitions; "The fruit of an East Indian great scenic boulevard
tree" and "the small melon, pickled." away along the whole watar front to
specie"
a
Is
The fruit of the tropics
Point Defiance.
of our apple, and is sometimes called
In this commanding situation a large
(after
Its flavor
the "mango-apple.horseshoe Is being sluiced out of the
peculiar
more
Importation), is rather
hillside and here will be built one of
conthan pleasant, but its admirers say the largest and
be
to
never
that its elusive aroma ia
for athletic sports In the
courses
soli.
had in perfection except on native
w.riii unci the onlv stadium ever
But the general Idea of pickled inánIts cost
erected for a public school.
even
the
sick women to write
imes is the small melon, or
baa been met by popular subscription. Invites all
with
advice. She has (raided
for
her
green or red peppers, stuffed
drainage
thorough
providing
After
to health and her
pickled cabbage, tomatoes, or any veg- for both the hillside and the atheletlc thousands
is free.
adrice
conetable used for pickling.
build
the
will
field, the contractors
What i3 a "Tammy?" The English crete walls, stairways, aisles and seats
name for a small hair sieve.
on a system of arches, giving space
What are chives and chervil? beneath for baths, dressing rooms and
Greens used for salads and garnish other conveniences. The whole strucing.
concrete finture will be of
What is quiddany? An old fashioned ished above with an ornamental Iron
marmalade of a mixture of quince and fence. Across the open end of the
Positively cured by
apple.
horseshoe a row of arches will shut In
these Little Pills.
CARTERS
below.
boulevard
from
the
field
the
A SUMMER IDYL.
They nlno relieve DI
The amphitheater, as now to be contreasfrom Drpepa, Ir
ITTLE
seats,
39
of
rows
provide
will
structed,
digetitiunanuToo Hetirty
AR.DS prate of "summer
Baling. A perfert
Idyls." of th. rob'.n accommodating 30.000 persons. This
I
for DizzlnrHfl, Nati
and the dove,
may be increased by simply
capacity
DruwainesH, Bad
spring-timse,
PILLS.
In
And how.
ot
to adding more seats up to the level
revert
Tule in the Hout li Coa
fancies
Tongue,
Pnin in tat
eti
surrounding
street
thoughts of love:
the
Side, TORPID LI VLB.
But there's one stunt that
The athletic field, which, after all. Is
put. me out; alt out the Important thing In a stadium, will They regulate tne Bowels. Purely Vegetable,
of tune with "Natur;"
It's when I empty out t lie be as perfect as any in the United SMALL PUL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
pail 'neath our refrigStates. It will have a length of 425
erator.
Genuine Must Bear
feet and a width increasing from 250 CARTERS
Signature
to
horseshoe
the
toe
of
the
at
feet
tending
mtnd
don't
I
-beds,
nor watermore than four hundred feet at the
ing the lawn,
other end. This will give ample room
pills.
I'll even chase the neighfor football, baseball, tenniB and other
boring fowls that wa
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
field sports. There will be an oval
ken us at dawn.
But he who brags of Sumof a mile per lap,
cinder track
mer Is a bold prevaricator.
while across the open end of the
It Is.
Who never emptied pails beneath an old
straightaway
horseshoe a
"Some say it's a mistake to marry."
refrigerator.
track will be laid for 100 yard dashes.
"Well," commented Mrs. Sixthauh,
I bag my trousers at the knees, and wet The entire level
will be well sub- - "to err is human."
my cuffs and vest,
(The water always overflows when I'm drained, filled In with sandy loam soil
arrayed my besti.
to a depth of two feet and then sodded,
If mt renorted. G. Washington never
alas, I
"The good old summer-time,- "
a love letter, his reputation for
wrote
wish the bold narrator,
for.
Would come and empty out the pail PEKIN HERO TO BE CHAPLAIN veracity is accounted

DAIRYMAN'S NEAT MILK RACK
study this cow and remember her
you
dairy
cattle,
lines when buying
A Handy Contrivance for Keeping the
will make no mistake. Note the large,
Liquid Off the Floor and
Intelligent
roomy frame, the small.
Clean.
head, the heavy milk veins, and also
that her bag is hung exactly in the
This rack is made of inch boards.
ight place.
The end pieces are eight to ten inches
wide.
The pan rests are two inches
Adjuncts to the Dairy Farm.
wide, and are sel Into notches cut In
Those who make the highest suc- the end boards, says a writer in Farm
cess in dairying turn to either direct and Home.
The rack may be made
or indirect money account butter-fat- ,
skim milk, calves and manure. All
of these are valuable, and the manure
is of more real value than most dairy-- I
men make out of it. By some, calves
are considered of no value. This is a
great mistake.
Where pure-brestock is used, nearly all of the calves
can either be used or sold for breed-- I
ing purposes. The demand for prom-ising heifers of even grade stock is
very great. In all cases, a good profit
can be made from calves by feeding
them skim milk and selling them for
veal. The extra weight put on them
in finishing them for veal represents
Very Handy and Neat.
as much or more gain as can be se-- !
cured by feeding the skim milk to and length and height desired. There
pigs.
is a wide board on the top from which
a curtain is suspended. This makes
Use Hand Separator for Good Butter. a handy table and always looks clean
By the use of the hand separator it and neat.
is possible to make the highest grade
ot butter at home, providing the
Fraud in Mixed Feeds.
handled
cream is properly
and
Mixed feeds have always been the
churned. By the use of the separator medium through which the most flabusiyou are not only able to make a highgrant frauds in the feeding-stuff- s
er grade of butter and will sell it for ness have been perpetrated, says the
a higher price, but you will be able Kansas experiment station bulletin.
to extract more cream from the milk Oat hulls, rice bran, ground corncobs
Also, and other waste products of little or
make more butter.
ad bence sweet
milk will have a high no feeding value have been systematthe warm
er food value either for human use ically Incorporated in such feeds. The
If you keep value of mixed feeds cannot be estior for animal feeding.
more than three or four cows by all mated by a purchaser with much asmeans buy a separator. It will soon surance of satisfactory results. In the
pay for itself.
case of pure feeds the consumer can,
to a degree. Judge for himself, notF
of Milk
F
withstanding the considerable variameal,
flaxseed
Cottonseed
meal, tions to which even they are subject
or
other feeds rich in pro- in respect to composition, and, conseshoots, bran
tetn are necessary for a full flow of quently, feeding value. Mixed feeds
;lliik. Clover or alfalfa hay are rough have, therefore, always come under
feeQg rich ln protein. Corn, rich In feeding-stuff- s
laws and have, Indeed,
starch, produces heat, energy and fat, received special attention.
Silage and green
but little milk.
The Protein Problem.
,, Pmnl
.,.
The farm has been aptly called the
f
h,,H
principal
for winter feeding. Bran and flaxseed "carbohydrate factory," the
fodder crops produced being bar, corn
meal are good bowel regulators.
fodder, corn (grain) and similar materials all low ln protein and high in
Take Good Care of the Cow.
The warmth of the cow stable Influ- carbohydrates. The problem confrontences the maintenance ration, but ln ing the milk producer Is how to ecomaking the stable warm do not forget nomically secure sufficient of the costto allow for good ventilation, upon ly but necessary protein to supplecarbohydrate.
which depends the health of the cows. ment the
d
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end of the post and Is fastened on one
side, so that in opening the gate the
chain will wind around the upper end
of the post and lift the gate about

COW

THE

made

Handy Gate: A Chain One Foot.
Wire. CFost Eight Feet. O

B
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GATE FOR DAIRY FARM

SICK HEADACHE

I

VER

rera-tti-

Fac-Simi- le

garden-

Fiver

one-fift-

400-fo-

'neath our refrigerator.

YOUR CI.OTIIKS

FADF.D?

ARK
Lieut. Titus, First Man Over Walla
Use Red Cross Ball Blue nnd make tiifta
Will
Take
During Boxer Siege,
white again. Large 2 oz. package, 5 ccnU
Physicians, nowadays, are loud ln
Holy Orders.
praise of cranberries as an article of
Rather be thou the tail among nona
diet. They are especially good in
Calvin P. Titus, than the head among foxes.
Washington.
Lieut
cases of rheumatism, since they con
infantry,
tain acids which help to ward It off Fourteenth United States
WRIGLEY S SPEARMINT tastes me
building the alkaline carbonates who, as a bugler, was the first man a mint Julep. But It 18 mucn ueuer iur
needed in the blood.
you.
The proper consistency for cranberry jelly is obtained by boiling one
The surgeon is ready to slash any
quart of water to two of the fruit. To
old thing except his bllL
each pint of the juice add
pound sugar, and stir until dissolved: do not boll.
Baked cranberries are very nice,
and must be put in the oven without water; sweeten ln the proportion of a quart of the fruit to a pint
of granulated sugar.
Candied
cranberries
are
much
cheaper than candied cherries, and are
Just as good for garnishing desserts,
salads, etu Cook slowly until tender,
with a great deal of sugar, and do not
let the skin break; dry on buttered

Cranberries.

three-quarter- s

paper.

Cranberries will keep indefinitely if
sealed, while raw, in glass jars, and
covered with cold water. Select perfect berries.
Bridget's Beatitudes.
are the cans of vegetables
Lieut. Calvin P. Titus.
which are slightly concaved at the
over the walls of Pekln when the
ends; if swollen, they are bad.
American troops relieved the legations
Blessed is the teaspoonful of common salt put in the oil ot lamps. It from the boxer siege ln 1000, will turn
chaplain.
prevents the smoking of the globes.
His extraordinary valor to the Chi
Blessed Is the bit of charcoal put
on the shelf to absorb the odors, and nese campaign brought htm a medal
of honor and an appointment to West
sweeten the air.
Point, where he was graduated In 1905,
wnen he rejoined the regiment with
Two Timely Tips.
Rice has a finer flavor if washed In which he marched to the Chinese capital. A few months ago he resigned
hot water before cooking.
Hake your own baking powder, you from the service ln order to enter
save half the cost, and are certain of religious work ln civil life. Since that
f
Its purity. Take
pound cream time, however, be has decided that he
of tartar, and mix evenly with one- - can best pursue a religious career ln
half pound baking soda. Rub it sev the army with the ways and customs
eral limes through a line sieve and ol which be Is familiar. Orders have
keep ln
can. Use In the nro- - accordingly been Issued revoking his
portion of three teaspoonfuls to one resignation with the understanding
that he will later become a chaplain.
quart of flour.
Before so doing, however, he will ha
ordained In the church, but in what
Te Binge a Chicken.
This Is more easily done If thn fowl denomination the war department la
is well rubbed flrst with cornmeal. not informed.
Lieut Titus was born In Iowa In
Then the singeing takes fus and
1879.
leathers off as by magic.
All fowls should hang to drain at
Sweetly Solemn Thought.
least an nour before cooking.
The realization that our most troo.
I blesome troubles may be
dramatised
Blessed

one-hal-

air-tig-

(JibutiodihítLt, ü?íE
i

sr
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A Friend In Need
There is absolutely nothing
that gives such speedy relief in
Dysentery, Diarrhea,
Cholera-Morbu-

s,

Colic

Cholera-Irdantu-

and Cramps as

DR.D.JAYNE'S
CARMINATIVE
BALSAM
It Is s friend in need, and yon
should always keep it ia your house.
Its valuable curatire properties hare
nude it a necessity tor both adult
and children.

SU ty M Auuhh

at

25cpttbcltU

BE1SE

THE

ELDERLY PEOPLE
HELPED FREE

"Our aim has been elmply to display a
certain side o( lite." Author of a Much-- I
trussed Drama.
you call it "life" this picture that
you make
Of noisome apota and tawdry, tinseled ways
Wherein the lower self Is made awake
And eyes take on a dulled and brutish gage,
Where wanton words are shrilled, and
wanton songs
f'ome In cracked voices through the
ribald strife.
Where darkness shields a thousand .
hitter wrongs
That will not be made right
Tou
call it "Life!"
Wlio

asks for this?
the dirt

Who asks to see

by garish coats
of gilt?
Wlio bade you show how souls are
bruised and hurt
While shame's great citadel la slowly built?
How cunningly you aereen the glow
of hell
light is only seen.
Until rose-tinte- d
And with metallic laughter drown the
knell
That tolls for souls made dull and
dark and mean.
But

You call It "life"

but show no winding rath
brolderings
With
of flowers in the
pun;
Tou give; us but the painted
after-

math

it! Uvea that it were best had not
be pun.
any song of birds, nor hum of
bees.
Nor ;.ny blossom-scen- e
caught with
tí:1 dawn.
Nor any cool, green shadows 'neath
the trees,
Put just the bare, bleak road where
in has gone.
Nol

call It "life" And O. God pity you
That know not life is clean and pure
and sweet
And stainlias as the sky's eternal
biue.
Not grimy with the sweepings of the
Vmi

neither hope
nor heart
any truth,
nor any gcatle
breath,
Bui you have made
with all your
A

crafty art
thing that you call "life,"

tjut

which is death.

Notes by Little Henry.
Pa sez a woman is known by the
company she invites.
rnkle Bill sez an engaiged girl may
not know mutch about the cost of
beefsteak but you bet she knows wot
candy is wurth a pound
.Mister Simmons was to our house
test night & him and pa had a argument about how to dig the pannvma
canal, ma sez she wishes they had of
applide some of tbare theeries to the
kitchen sink, wich is stood up.
' nkel Bill sez the way to make
vimmen quit gettin off cars bakwards
is to stop tellin them to quit gettin
off that way.
Missus Jones was over to onr house
this mornln & she sed thare was lots
of talk about Mister Magill bein so
with hip wife in public.
I'nkel Bill sez every time he hears
a ( lass yell he beleeves If he dies rich
he will leave his munney to a dtjef &
dum college.
My sister reads

artickles on fizzikle
culture & eats a quart of pickles or a
pound of candy to the paige.
As sune as ma found out that her
new forty doller bat was like the one
Missus Higgins has she sed it was not
becumin to her style Tc took it back.
Inkle Bill sez a man can talk about
bis troubles so mutch that be will begin to beleeve be reely has them.
Desperate Measures.
"Yes. we will take our bridal trip
In a balloon," aaya
the prospective
bridegroom.

"Isn't that a trifle unconventional?"
asks a friend. "It might even be
called freakish."
"I don't care how ft looks. I'm going to escape the deluge of old shoes
and the practical Joke of fool friends
If possible."
Back to It Source.
"You people In America," says the
tourist, "are making the mistake of
the century by cutting
down your

magnificent forests."
"Ah," replies the native, with much
Pride, "but you should observe that all
ho timber thus cut Is being replaced
on or near Its original alto In the
nape of billboards."

BINDER."

A hsal sials cigar fresh from the
table, wrapped S Ml. thus
fresh until smoked. A fresh
nude of good tobacco la the
smoke. The old, well cured tobáceos
sad are so rich In quality that many
who formerly smoked 10c cigars now
smoke Lewis' Single Binder Straight
Sc.
Lewis' Single Binder costs the
dealer some more than other 5c cigars,
but the higher price enables this factory to use extra quality tobacco.
There are many Imitations: don't be
fooled.
There Is no substitute! Tell
the dealer you want a Lewis "Single
Binder."

a

,

An Atchison woman who married a
widower, and who is wise beyond her
time, has filed a most peculiar document in the courts. It is to this effect: "My husband's first wife left
two petticoats of cotton, and one of
wool, all badly worn; one old corset,
two pairs of hose, two house dresses,
three shirt waists, one dress skirt, a
thin gold ring, a hair switch, a gold
breastpin, one pair of house slippers
and a winter coat. I have had them
carefully itemized and sworn to before a notary and they now lie sealed
In the attic of our home. This document goes on record to forestall any
further litigation from my
for the possession of 'mother's
things.' ' If .at any time they want
'mother's things' I will be glad to turn
the sealed box over to them." Lincoln State Journal.

THE HEIR'S

street.
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The last years of life are the sweet,
est, and yet the most difficult to prolong. It is then that the greatest care
Is exercised In maintaining
bodily
health. But the chief care should always be with regard to the food yon
eat and whether you are digesting it
properly. You should not allow yourself to become constipated.
No doubt you have tried salts and
cathartic pills, purgative tablets, etc.,
and have come to the conclusion that
they are violent in action and do but
temporary good. Listen, then, to the
voice of experience with regard to a
wonderful and mild laxative, Dr. CaldFighting Tuberculosis.
well's Syrup Pepsin. It is not new,
Three large fraternal orders are at
only we are trying to find new friends
present conducting sanatoria for their
for it.
tuberculous members.
The Royal
A. A. Felts, of Johnston City, III., suffered from stomach trouble for six years League, the first order to take up this
and found his cure In Dr. Caldwell's form of
work in the United States,
8yrup Pepsin. His wife uses It too with
success.
Wa could name hundreds of has a sanatorium at Black Mountain,
others. Some heard of It first through North
Carolina. The Modern Woodneighbors or friends; others through the
doctor's offer to send any sufferer from a men have recently opened a sanatorstomach, liver or bowel complaint a free ium at Colorado Springs,
and ahe
sample bottle for trial, without charge.
If you will send your name and address Knights of Pythias, one at the East
you
he will send
a trial bottle
to Las Vegas, New Mexico. The Royal
your home. If It provea itselfdirect
as he
claims then continue the treatment by Arcanum and the
Brotherhood of
buying; a
or II bottle of your American Yeomen will consider propdruggist, as all of them sell it. Old people, iike children, should look for purity, ositions at their coming grand counand It Is well to mention that the purity cils for the erection of similar Instiof this remedy la vouched for with the U.
S. government.
tutions.
Also, though a free bottle is sent to prove Its merits, results are
always guaranteed from the recular
bottles bought of druggists, who will reThe Cause of War.
fund your money If it does not satisfy
The fair young debutante was suryou. Send at least for the free teat bottle
rounded by an admiring crowd of ofIf there is anything about ficers at the colonel's ball. Mamma
your ailment that you don't was standing near by, smiling complaunderstand, or If you want
any medical advice, write cently at her daughter's social sucto the doctor, and he will cess. The discussion was over the
answer you fully. There Is quarrel of the day before between two
no charge for this service.
The address Is Dr. W. B. brother officers.
Caldwell. 201 Caldwell bldg..
"What was the casus belli?" asked
Montlcello. 111.
the fair debutante.
"Maud!" exclaimed mamma In a
READY FOR ANY CONTINGENCY
shocked voice. "How often have I
told you to say stomach?" Success
Second Wife Has Put on File Accurate Magazine.
...
Record of "Mother's" PosHow's This?
sessions.

This "life" you paint has
Ni

LlWir

We offer One
esse of cstorrn
Catarrh Cure.

Hundred Dollars Reward for soy
tost cannot be cured by Holla

Rough on Rats, unbeatable exterminator
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
Rough on Bedbugs,PowderorLiq'd,25c.
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 25.
Rough on Roaches. Pow'd, 15c.,LIq'd,25c.
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
Rough on Skeeters, agreeable toruse,25c.
E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.

Children Need Acting.
Perry Grant of New York
thinks that acting is a psychological
need, atd is looking for the rich man
who will build a theater for children.
Mr. White It's no use, my dear, I
The purpose of such a theater, he says,
shall have to have my whiskers off;
is educational and Is in keeping with
baby is pulling 'em out by the roots.
the discoveries of Froebel, who knew
Mrs. White How unfeeling of you.
that play is an Instinct Implanted by
It's the only thing that keeps baby nature
for educational purposes.
quiet Now you threaten to take the
dear's enjoyment away!
Automobilitts Read This.
At the end of the trip when the eyel
Family Medicine Chest.
are still and inflamed from wind and
Every mother of sons ought to keep dust, there is nothing quite so soothing
spool
as Doctor Mitchell's Eye Salve. Just
containing
a
box"
an "accident
a little particle rubbed along the eye
of adhesive plaster, a package of
cotton, a bottle of boracic acid lashes brings instant relief. At all drug
or general stores or by mail. Price 25
and some soft old linen. A fresh cut cent. Hall & Ruckel, New York City.
should be carefully bathed immediateA Knocker.
ly and bandaged to keep out the dirt,
which so often contains germs of lock-la"You say that you told my little boy
If there is much bleeding, first that he looked like me?"
close the wound with the plaster, then
"Yes."
cover It with the cotton. An applica"And what did he say?"
"He said I was a knocker." Houston
tion of alcohol will easily remove the
plaster.
Post.
Rev.

THINK HARD
It Pays to Think About Food.
The unthinking Ufe some people lead
often causes trouble and sickness. Illustrated in the experience of a lady
In Fond Du Lac, Wis.
"About four years ago ,1 Buffered
dreadfully from indigestion, always
having eaten whatever I liked, not
thinking of the digestible qualities.
This Indigestion caused palpitation of
the heart so badly I could not walk up
a flight of stairs without sitting down
once or twice to regain breath and
strength.
"I became alarmed and tried dieting,
wore my clothes very loose, and many
other remedies, but found no relief.
"Hearing of the virtues of Grape-Nut- s
and Postum, I commenced using
them In place of my usual breakfast of
coffee, cakes, or hot biscuit, and in
jne week's time I was relieved of sour
stomach and other ills attending Indigestion. In a month's time my heart
was performing Its functions naturally
and I could climb stairs and hills and
walk long distances.
"I gained ten pounds In this short
time, and my skin became clear and
completely regained my health and
strength.
I continue to use Grape-Nuand Postum for I feel that I owe
my good health entirely to their rue.
"There's a Reason."
"I like the delicious flavour of Grape-Nuand by making Postum according to directions. It tastes similar to
mild high grade coffee."
Read"TheRoad to Wellvllle," In pkgs.
ire the above
Brer pmr.
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YEARS AGO almost every mother thought her child must hT9
or laudanum to make it sleep. These drugs will produce
sleep, and A FEW DROPS TOO MANY will produce the SLEEP FROM WHICH
THERE IS NO WAKING. Many are the children who have been killed or
whose health has been ruined for life by paregoric, .nj.flan.iiTi and morphine, each,
of which is a narcotic product of opium. Druggists are prohibited from selling
either of the narcotics named to children at all, or to anybody without labelling
them " poison." The definition of "narcotic " is: "A medicine which relieves pain
and produces sleep, but which in poisonous doses produces stupor, coma, convulsions and death. 99 The taste and smell of medicines containing opium are diflgniWi
and sold under the names of "Drops," "Cordials," "Sortahing Syrups," etc Ton
should not permit any medicine to be given to your children without you or
your physician know of what it is composed. CASTORIA DOES NOT CON
TAIN NARCOTICS, if it bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

pORTT

PAREGORIC?

Letters from Prominent Physicians
addressed to Chas. H. Fletcher. Or. J.
aaya: "I
Dlnsdale, of Chicago,
your Castorla
W.

Shake Into Your Shoes
a powder for your feet.
Allen's Foot-Eas- e,
It cures painful, swollen, smarting, sweatnew
ing feet. Makes
shoes easy. Sold by
all Druggists and Shoe Stores. Don't accept any substitute.
Sample FREE. Address A. S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
A Good

Rule.

"What's your recipe for managing
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The Kind Tou Have Always Bought
In Use For Over

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
A Pertinent Inquiry.
Little Willie stumbled over a scrub-bin- g
brush and fell into a pal' of
soapy water.
"Father," he said, as he rose, "where
do the angels go when the spring
cleaning In heaven begins?"

Closely Related.
Mother Samuel, where are those
green apples that I left In the pantry?
Samuel They're with the Jamaica
ginger that was In the medicine chest
Lippincott's.
Practical Derivative.
Teacher Now, children, who can
tell me what "obedience" is derived
from?
PuDil From gettin' licked, Miss.

Nearly all women suffer at. timos fmm
ailments. Some women suffer mmv amitAlw onri
I more constantly than others.
But whether you have
I little nam or whether von Ruffer intonai-iimn
should take Wine of Cardui and Pet Telief '
Cardui is a safe, natural medicine, for women,
prepared scientifically from harmless vegetable ingredients. It acts easily on the female organs and
igive Buengm ana tone 10 tne whole system.
I

r

A Domestic Eye Remedy
Compounded by Experienced Physicians.
Conforms to Pure Food and Drugs Laws.
Wins Friends Wherever Used. Ask Druggists for Murine Eye Remedy. Try Murine in Tour Eyes. Tou Will Like Murine

The Woman's Tonic
Mrs. Yerna Wallace, of Santrer. Tei.. triprl Carrl
RKa
.
wuv "lllOO,.
I m
f
'for me than' can
I "Lardm ñas done more
describe. Last BDrintr I
I
was taken with female inflammation and consulted a doctor, but to
no avail, so I took Cardui, and inside of three days. I was ablp in An
I my housework.
Since then my trouble has never returned.'' Try

AT ALL DRUG

The Short Hours.
"How late did you sit in that poker
game?"
"Till about $12.30." Cornell Widow.

The more we sacrifice in behalf of
any cause the dearer It becomes to us.

If you wish beautiful, clear, wbite clothes
use Red Cross Ball Blue. Large 2 oz.
package, 5 cents.

The sale of Indigestion medicine la
going down. The sale of WRIGLEY'S
SPEARMINT Is going np.
Men, like tools, are aseleaa when
they lose their temper.

Light, heat and oil are the worst
enemies ot the rubber tire.
The more WRIGLEY'S SPEARMINT
she would chew. The better her digestion grew.
If yon have
stand by them.

SLICKERS
wear well
and they keep you
dry while you are

t

uvi

sets

mm

wearing them
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friends in adversity

s
Soothing; Syran.
tec Lb Ins. softens ta. auno, ro4.es.
sofa. ears. wlanoatki. zacabottla.

Bathing la the snow Is a common
custom In Russia.

i

wrwn nam
AJIOWH
IOWEK

W. N.

Slow death and awful suffering
follows neglect of bowels. Constipation kills mote people than
consumption. It needs acute
and there is one medicine in
all the world that cures k

CASCAREIS.

Dickens.

Mrs. Wlnslow--

ForcalMrea

Casernes Mc box mk'i treat
ment. Ail amorists. Biarest

CO. BOSTON. USA.
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ST0EES

Suicide

e

There Is no pleasnre beyond the
rules of righteousness; there la no
pleasure in what injures another.

Years.

Woman's Friend

A financier Is simply a man who
demonstrates the truth of the old
saying that a fool and his money are
soon parted.

MINT.

Common Sort Eyes,
run together, you need
SALVE, 25c. All drugBros., Buffalo. N. Y.

30

Dr. Blggers Huckleberry Cordial.
Cures Children Teething, Diarrhoea, Dysentery. Choleramorbiis and Flux, all Stomach and Bowel Troubles. At Druggists 25c
and 50c per bottle.

While we have a great deal of respect for old age, we draw the line at
boarding-housspring chicken.

If You Have
or
PETTIT'S EYE
gists or Howard

ALWAYS

Bignatnrt. trf

üeara

NEW YORK.

Fine for teeth! Fine for breath! Fine
for digestion! WRIGLEY'S SPEAR-

if lines blur

CASTORIA
the
yy

GENUINE

Signaran! oT

Most everybody who likes fresh air
likes fresh mint leaf flavored WRIGLEY'S SPEARMINT.

N. Meloy.

and

use

1

ness and Loss or Sleep.

a husband?"

"Oh, there Isn't any. Just feed him
well, and trust to luck."

III.,

advise its ose In all families where there are children.'
Dr. Alexander E. Mintle, oí Cleveland, Ohio, says:
have frequently
prescribed your Castorla and have found it a reliable sad pleasant remedy for children."
Dr. J. 6. Alexander, of Omaha, Neb., says: "A" medido so valuable and
beneficial for children as your Castorla is, deserves the highest praise. I
find it in use everywhere."
Dr. J. A. McClellan, of Buffalo, N. Y, says: "I bare frequently prescribed
your Castorla for children and always got good results. In fact I oso
Castorla for my own children."
Dr. J. W. Allen, of SL Louis, Ma, gays:
heartily endorsa your Castorla. I have frequently prescribed It in my medical practice, and nava
always found It to do all that is claimed for it"
Dr. C H. Glidden, of SL Paul, Minn., says: "My experience as a practitioner with your Castorla has been highly satisfactory, and I OtMw It
an excellent remedy for the young."
Dr. H. D. Bcr.ner, of Philadelphia, Pa., says: "I bare used your Castorla as a purgativa in the cases of children for years oast with the most
nappy effect, and fully endorse it as a safe remedy.
Dr. J. A. Boarman, of Kansas City, Mo., says: "Tour Castorla la a splendid remedy for children, known the world over. I use it In my practica
and have no hesitancy In recommending it for the complaints ot Infanta
and children.
Dr. J. J. Mackey, of Brooklyn, N. 7, says: "I consider your Castorla an
excellent preparation for children, being composed of reliable medicines
and pleasant to the taste, A good remedy for all disturbances ot the
digestive organs.

1

F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
We, the underslroed. nave known F. J. Cheney
for the loot 15 years, ood believe him perfectly honorable la nil Dullness transactions ami financially
able to carry out ony obturations made by ttls firm.
WALD1NO.
KINNAN
A MAKVIN,
Wholesale Druggists Toledo. O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, arllnr
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces ot the
system.
Testlmonlobi
sent tree. Price 75 cent pot
bottle. Sold by oil Druaxlsto.
Take Hall's Fatally rills tor constipation.

Not What He Meant.
The Liverpool Post tells of a Birkenhead church secretary who announced in church on Sunday that a
Shakespearean recital In character
would be given. When he was Informed that the recital would not be
"in character" he corrected himself
by saying, "None of those taking part
In the recital will be dressed."
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more
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SANITARY CONDITIONS.
Card of Thanks.
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THE BAILIFF

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN

i

V-

1

ARRESTED

Bertha

Fine Home Cooking.
Rates, $5 per week.

proi-peftt-

and

Now Open for Business

with

has
everything brand

A Regular Dinner

for

35c

ROUSSEAU,

J. Q. GRANT,

City Livery and Transfer

ft

MURRAY'S
ARGUMENT

MEYER!
SPECIBL C.
Dealer General Merchandise $
a

2

d,

I

$

-

Established 1900

n.

The First National Bank

one-quart-

Of Alamogordo, N. N.

t:
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!

f

Hotel Alamogordo
(.

A.

-

UNDERTAKER

i

The Leading Hotel
of the City.

MONEY LOANED

Barrett

REAL ESTATE.
EASY PAYMENTS,
LONG TIME,
ON

Conducted on the American Plan.

RELIABLE

Centrally and Conveniently
Located.

REPRESENTATIVES

The Jackson Loar)
Fort Worth, Texas.

Will

Real Estate, Rentals, Fire, Life,
Accident, Health, Burglary
and Plate Glass Insurance.
Fidelity Bonds. Notary Public.
Abstracts of Title.
ALAMOGORDO,

Phone 134.
NEW MEXICO.

;f
'&g

him

':;i

Appreciate Your Business in

10th Street.

WANTED.

Trust

&

Jacsor).

Ur)derwood
Standard

Typewriter
YYriting-in-Sig-

that

Built-i-

will you call

at your

Typewriter,

g"

at our

sales-roo-

convenience?

Construction.
Tabulators, and

Modern Bookkeeping Appliances.

tries to imitate this original
"Visible-Writin-

n

And

Price.

P 0. Box 31.

Mississippi.

Originated
Before buying a machine

8

Real Estate, Rentals and Relinquishments, improved ani
uifimprovert city properties and government locations.
Livestock and commission merchants

Co.

The

'

THE
Alamo Real Estate,Loan& Insurance Co.

J. BUCK

Combines-Originali-

ty,

Stability, Speed
and Adaptability.

"The Machine. You Will Eventually Buy"

The only place in Otero County
whereyou can get a White
Pine Screen Door is at

Mae Lumber Company
CASH "'sswi
MaE2LfTMEAT
i i
irinrvrki'
D. A. FRIBLEY, Prop.
Wholesale and Retail
-

DEALER IN

Fresh and Salted Meats
Alamogordo,

The Underwood Typewriter Co., Inc. Ar,ywrer new Y ork Avenue,

K.

